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ABSTRACT

A computational procedure is formulated for the feedback

synthesis of a linear multivariable control system with input, output

cross-coupling.  The feedback synthesis technique which is'developed

results in a closed-loop interacting transfer matrix containing the

desired transfer functions between all permutations of the system  out-

puts and the external control inputs. The technique depends on

previously established decoupling techniques for the state-variable

feedback design of noninteracting multivariable control systems.

Specifically, the study provides a condensed review of the

literature pertaining to decoupling techniques and incorporates the

necessary information and formulation required to compute a pair of

decoupling state feedback and gain matrices for a multivariable system.

A variational decoupling technique is developed which represents a

logical mathematical procedure for decoupling a given multivariable

system into all possible transfer function relationships between the

system outputs and the control inputs.

The variational decoupling technique is used to obtain a

restricted set of decoupling matrices. Each pair of decoupling

matrices will decouple the system so that each system output is

affected by a different control input without repetition over the set

of decoupling matrices.  The entire set of decoupling matrices are

combined into one pair of state-feedback and gain matrices so that

iX
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the resultant closed-loop transfer matrix contains the desired control

input, system output cross-coupled interaction.

General results for the interacting state-feedback matrix

indicate that the matrix does not contain constant gain elements.

Consequently, a new form for a state-variable feedback control law is

introduced where the simple product of the state-feedback matrix and

the state vector is interpreted as a convolution integral over the

product.

The applicability of the feedback synthesis technique is

indicated by designing a control system for a single diode representa-
\

tion of an in-core thermionic reactor system. Results indicate that

a very simple pair of state-feedback and gain matrices will result in a

closed-loop control system which can satisfy the following constraints.

The diode voltage is restricted to a t4% variation about an equilibrium

value, the thermal power and diode electrial-power dependency is

decoupled for sudden load changes, and the thermal shocks on the

collector and emitter surfaces are limited to 60°C/minute. The set of

input perturbations applied separately to the control system consist of

1) a 2¢/second reactivity ramp for a time interval of 20 seconds, 2) a

20% step change in the diode load resistance, and 3) a l'C/second

coolant temperature increase over a time interval of 20 seconds.



CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

A multivariable system is defined in the general sense as a

system which has a multiplicity of inputs and outputs and whose impulse

response can be described by a set of differential equations.  The

differential equations which describe a physical dynamic system result

from the Newtonian approach to relate mathematically the causal-effect

relationship.s observed  in  the real world. Using the approach  of

modern control theory, the basis for the internal mathematical struc-

ture of the multivariable system consists of a set of defined state

variables. The number of system state variables depends upon the order

and number of the differential equations describing the system and

represents the minimum amount of information required to know about a

system at any time t , such that its future behavior can be determined

without reference to the inputs before to (Schultz and Melsa, 1967).

To be physically meaningful, the input and output variables

are external to the multivariable system and represent control points

of entry to and exit from the multivariable system. The output

variables would consist of one or possibly a combination of two or more

of the system state variables. Examples of input variables to a multi-

variable system would be the angular position of the steering wheel and

the pivotal displacement of the accelerator on an automobile.  Examples

1
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of output variables for the multivariable system represented by an

automobile would be its speed and direction.

Control engineering essentially concerns the problem of

forcing some physical dynamic system to behave in a manner which meets

prescribed performance specifications.  Therefore from a control engi-

neer's standpoint, the type of system to be considered is important.

The types of mathematical models used to represent physically observ-

able dynamic systems can be classed as being either single-input,

single-output representations or multiple-input, multiple output

representations. Due to the multiplicity of external forces present

and the complexity of presently existing systems, it is not possible

to accurately represent most systems using single-input, single-output

mathematical models. It is, however, possible to represent small sub-

divisions of a complex system using many single-input, single-output

models.  Eut, designing each single-input, single-output subdivision

to respond in a prescribed manner does not consequently result in a

desired performance for the entire system because of the inherent

interactions between the set of single-input, single-output subsystems.

Therefore, in order for the control engineer to achieve the goal of

forcing a physically meaningful dynamic system to respond to environ-

mental influences in a desired manner, it is usually imperative to

consider multivariable mathematical models.

Purpose of Study

In the last decade, a number of studies dealing with the design

of multivariable control systems have appeared in the literature.
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Specifically, the studies by Kavanagh (1958), Horowitz (1960),

Brockett and Mesarovic (1962), and Morgan (1964) represent early

attempts to formulate design procedures in which non-interaction was
4

desired using frequency-domain techniques.  The term non-interaction
*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          \

or decoupling is used to describe the situation where each input of

the system affects one and only one output without repetition over

the set of inputs.  Morgan is credited with being the first to use

state-variable feedback in the design of a non-interacting multi-

variable control system.  The term state-variable feedback describes

the control philosophy where all the system states are combined in

the feedback loop and coupled together with the control inputs.  How-

ever, the culmination of the non-interaction design efforts were

achieved by Falb and Wolovich (1967) and by Gilbert (1969).  Optimally

designed multivariable control systems have been considered by Tyler

and Tuteur (1966), Freeman and Abbott (1969), and Davison and Man

(1970). Some control studies employing special techniques consist of

the use of extended root-locus techniques by Retallack (1970), the

inverse Nyquist array by Rosenbrock (1969), minimum sensitivity design

via matrix spectral factorization by Bongiorno (1969), and input

compensators with output feedback by Brasch and Pearson  (1970) . Other

recent studies include those by Lindgren  (1966) , Birta and Mufti  (1967),
4.

Anderson and Luenberger (1967), and Wonham (1967).
a

The purpose of this study is to present a new method utilizing

cross-coupling in the design of closed-loop multivariable control

systems.  The term cross-coupling denotes the fact that the resultant
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control system forces each. output of the multivariable system to be

affected by all the control inputs in a desired prescribed manner.
'.

From an input-output standpoint, decoupling techniques have                    A
i

the advantage of forcing a multivariable system to function in the

simplest possible manner. Also, when the multivariable system is

reduced to a set of single-input, single output subsystems, the well-

known design techniques presented by Schultz and Melsa (1967) can be

used to model each subsystem to achieve a desired response using state-

variable feedback and/or dynamic compensators.  The objective of this

study is to determine a computational procedure for the feedback

synthesis of a coupled multivariable control system using the methods

of state-variable feedback of non-interacting  multivariable control

systems.

System Restrictions

Before proceeding with the development, the necessary

restrictions required on the mathematical model describing the multi-

variable system are listed. First, the differential equations

constituting the mathematical model must be first-order and linear

with time-invariant coefficients. The model must have the same number

of control inputs as system outputs, and the number of control inputs
.0

must be less than or equal to the number of describing system state
b

variables.  The set of equations must also be capable of being decoupled

from an input-output point of view and must be controllable.
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Content and Organization

The dqvelopment and illustration of the design technique for an.

4 interacting multivariable control system requires first a discussion of

the necessary background information, next the mathematical formulation

for the interacting feedback synthesis, and finally an application of

the resulting technique to a practical example.

Chapter 2 consists of a review of the decoupling techniques

resulting in the design of a non-interacting control system.  The

attention here is focused only on that portion of the existing litera-

ture providing the basic information and formulation specifically

needed to achieve a decoupled control system using state variable feed-

back.  This framework is supplied by concentrating the review on the

work by Falb and Wolovich (1967), Gilbert (1969), and Slivinsky (1969).

Chapter 3 concerns the development of the theory behind the

feedback synthesis technique for a multivariable control system with

cross-coupling. It consists mainly of two parts; 1) the development

of the variational decoupling technique, and  2) the derivation and

computation of the feedback and gain matrices resulting in the multi-

variable control system with desired input-output interaction. The

chapter contains four theorems which establish the validity of the

'/ design method and several simple examples to help illustrate the proce-

dural steps involved in the design method.  This chapter represents

the main contributions of the study and constitutes a new approach to

the design of multivariable control systems.



CHAPTER 2

                            DECOUPLING TECHNIQUES FOR MULTIVARIABLE SYSTEMS

The purpose of this chapter is to illustrate the pr.ocedural

steps for obtaining a decoupled multivariable system. It is not

intended that the chapter provide a complete evaluation of all the

attempts reported in the literature pertaining to the design of non-

interacting multivariable systems. Instead, only that portion of the

literature providing essential background material necessary for

obtaining a decoupled multivariable system is reviewed.

System Notation and Definitions

. In order to apply modern control theory, the linear

differential equations which describe the dynamic multivariable system

must be represented in vector-matrix notation as follows:

# ( .t)    =   A 5(t)  + B u(t) (2-1)

y(t) = (3(t) (2-2)

Here the (') indicates first-order differentiation with respect to

time t and

x (t)  is an n-dimensional vector, representing the state
4                                                                    -

variables of the system

u(t) is an m-dimensional vector, containing the control inputs

to the system

6
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y(t) is an m-dimensional vector, containing the output

variables of the system

A is an nxn system state matrix

B is an nxm control input matrix

C is an mxn output matrix

n is a scalar and denotes the number of state variables

representing the system

m is a scalar and denotes the number of control inputs or

system outputs

where m s n i n general. The matrices A, 8, and C are constant with no

time dependence.

Lower case letters are always used for scalars and vectors, and

capital letters always represent matrices. In this section, sub-

scripted lower case letters refer to either a scalar or to an element

of S vector, and subscripted capital letters denote submatrices of a

matrix. The superscripts T and -1 are to mean the transpose and the

inverse of a matrix, respectively.  A matrix superscripted with an

unparenthesized lower case letter indicates that power of the matrix

denoted by the scalar exponent.  Also, a superscripted vector with a

parenthesized lower case letter indicates the derivative of the vector

to the order denoted by the numerical value of the scalar superscript.
6,

Capital Greek letters denote vector spaces, and lower case Greek letters

indicate elements in the vector space. The symbol I  is used to repre-
n

sent the nxn identity matrix, and the symbol 2 is used to indicate

either the null vector or the null matrix. Since lower case letters
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may denote either vectors or scalars, all vector quantities are

underlined in this and subsequent chapters.

The closed-loop control system is obtained by using the

control law

u(t)     =    F x(t)  +  Gs (t) (2-3)

where

5(t) is an m-dimensional vector, representing the external

control inputs to the system

G is an mxm input gain matrix

F is an mxn state feedback matrix

The control law of Eq. (2-3) is defined (Morgan, 1964) as a state-

variable feedback control law since the states of the system are "fed

back"  to the control inputs y(t) . The closed-loop transfer matrix  is

obtained  in .the following manner : substitute  Eq.   (2-3)  into  Eq.  (2-1)

for u(t).

# (t)    =   A 5(t)  +  BFx (t)   + F,GE (t) (2-4)

Take the Laplace transform of Eq. (2-4), assume zero initial conditions

on the state vector 5(0), and solve for x(s),

s I   x(s)    =   Ax (s)+BF (s)+BGE (s) (2-5)
n-                          -

-1
x(s) = [s I ·-A-BF] BGr(s) (2-6)
-                                 n

where I is the nxn identity matrix. Thereforen

r(s)    =    Cic (s)    =    C[s I n-  A  -·  BF] -1 BGE (s) (2-7)

or, the transfer matrix is:
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11(s , F,G) = C I s In - A - BF] -1 BG (2-8)

If the transfer matrix H(s,F,G) can be diagonalized by an

appropriate choice of F and G, the closed-loop multivariable system is

said to be decoupled.  The system then possesses non-interaction

because each component of the vector input E(t) will affect only one

component of the vector output y(t) due to the diagonal nature of

H(s,F,G).

System Controllability

One of the conditions imposed on the type of multivariable

systems considered in this study is that the system must be controllable.

Therefore, the multivariable system must be first tested to ensure that

it is a controllable system (Gilbert, 1963 and Kalman, 1963).  If a

system is uncontrollable, it has state variables which depend only on

initial conditions or disturbance inputs and cannot be affected by the

control input vector 9(t).
The methodology of testing for controllability involves the

determination of the rank of the nxnm matrix (B,AB,·•·,An-1 B), whose

columns are the columns of the matrices B, AB, through An-l B.  If the

rank is n, the system is said to be controllable.  The development and

proof of this requirement is given in references by Kalman (1963) and

Gilbert (1963).

The multivariable system is not required to be observable in

this study.  If a system is unobservable, it has state variables which

are not detectable in the output vector y(t) and therefore will have
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dynamic transitions in certain state variables which cannot be

determined by measurements at the available outputs.

Integrator Decoupling Results

If a single pair of F and G feedback and gain matrices can be

calculated which will result in a closed-loop transfer matrix which is

nonsingular and diagonal, then it is concluded that the open-loop multi-

variable system can be decoupled.  Furthermore, if a test can be

formulated in terms of the original system matrices, namely A, B, and C,

which guarantees that a decoupling pair of matrices does exist, then

the test would represent a necessary and sufficient condition for

decoupling.  The calculation of a pair of F and G matrices from the

set of all decoupling matrices necessarily forces a specification of

the diagonalized transfer matrix.  The specification involves choosing

each type of transfer function for the single input, single-output

subsystems represented by the diagonal entries in the transfer matrix,

H(s,F,G).

Since the transfer functions of the different subsystems are,

in general, different from one another in structure, each of the sub-

systems can be treated independently.  The number of states in any

subsystem, denoted ni' will correspond to the number of frequency domain

poles in that same subsystem since each state equation is first order
"

(i.e., the subsystem is of order ni).  A desired subsystem response is

consequently obtained by appropriate location of each pole in the sub-

system through the choice of the elements of the F and G matrices in

the control-law of Eq. (2-3) (Schultz and Melsa, 1967).
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To determine one pair of F and G matrices from the set of all

decoupling matrices, suppose each transfer function for the subsystems

of the decoupled multivariable system is specified in the following -
th

manner:  Let zi represent the number of zeros in the i   subsystem.

th
Then use zi of the ni Poles in the i   subsystem to cancel the subsystem

zeros and place the remaining  (ni- zi) Poles  at the origin.    If  (di + 1)
)

.threpresents the pole-zero excess.of the 1 subsystem, i.e.,

di +1= ni- zi' i = 1,2,3,•••,m (2-9)

.th
then the transfer function for the 1 subsystem will be

-(di+1)
yiCS)/ri(s) =s               i= 1,2,3,•••,m (2-10)

where s is the Laplace variable and r.(s) and Yi(s) are the Laplace1
th                                                      -

transforms of the i elements in the input and output vectors respec-

th
tively for the i subsystem.

Falb and Wolovich (1967) have derived the F and G matrices which

will decouple the multivariable system into independent subsystems

possessing transfer functions indicated by Eq. (2-10) and the necessary

and sufficient condition to determine if the system represented by Eqs.

(2-1) and (2-2) can be decoupled into independent subsystems.  Although

locating all the excess subsystem poles at the origin may not lead to

the "most desirable" subsystem characteristics  (e.g., weak sensitivity),
5,

it does provide an adequate and simple basis for decoupling.  Falb and

Wolovich (1967) did consider excess pole locations other than at the

origin, but this proves to be a less general method of improving sub-

system performance than the methods of Gilbert (1969) as will be shown.
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**
The F and G matrices, denoted as F  and G  by Falb and Wolovich,

.th
are obtained as follows. If the transfer function between the 1 Out-

thput, Yi( s),and the i external input, riCS) is to have no zeros according

to Eq. (2-10), there must not be any time derivatives of ri(t) appearing

in the time-domain relationship of ri(t) and Yi(t).  This fact yields

the mathematical definition of d. in terms of the originally defined
1

system matrices, A, B, and C.  Substituting the sontrol law of Eq. (2-3)

into Eq. (2-1):

8(t) = (A+BF)5(.t)+ BGE(t) (-2-11)

Then, repeatedly differentiating the output vector p times with respect

th
to time, a derivative relationship between the i output and the state-

.thvariable vector for the 1 subsystem is:

ggp) = cIA(P) (2-12)
1      1-

.th
where C. is the 1 row of the output matrix C. After each differenti-

1

th
ation of Yi(t), substitute Eq. (2-11) for *(t) until the (di+1)

derivative for Yi(t) is obtained.  The result is that

(d _ +1) d.+1y.  1   = C.. CA+BF) 1  25(t)+C.(A+BF)diBGE
1             1                         1

d:-1 di-2  .(2)+ C. (At BF) * BGf +Ci(A+BF) BGE    +1

(d:-1) (di)
+ Ci(A+BF)BGP  *  + CiBGf (2-13)

(p)     .Cp)              thwhere
9i

and r denote the p derivative of the particular

variable.  To eliminate the derivative terms of E(t) in Eq. (2-13) Falb

and Wolovich require that di be set to the minimum value of a power j

such that the product C.A1B 0 0, i.e.,
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di = min(j;CiA B 4 0, j = 0,1,···,n-1] (2-14)

Falb and Wolovich (1967) attach an added condition to the definition of             '

di' namely, that if C.A B is zero for all j, then d. = n-1.  However,1                                      1

it is apparent that if C.A1B = 0 for all j, and d. = n-1, then there
1                                1

exists no F and G matrices which can decouple the system. To illustrate,

n-1
assume that C.AJB = 0 for all j, and d. = n-1.  Since C.A   B = 0,

1                                                                   1                                             1

Eq. (2-13) becomes:

.  (n)

Yi   = ci.(A+BF)%(t)
or

. (n) (2-15)
Yi = C.A x(t)

1  -

Therefore, no matter what the choice of F and G, all terms vanish

containing F and G due to C.A1B = 0 for j = 0,1,···,n-1.  This result
1

was previously noted in a slightly different fashion by Mufti (1969).

Then, using Eq. (2-14), Eq. (2-13) becomes

(d.+1) d.+1          d.

9  1    = C.A 1  5(t) + CiA 1BFx(t) + CiAdiBGr(t) (2-16)
i           1

Since there are m outputs, yi(t), m scalar equations with the above

form of Eq. (2-16) can be written.
*                          *

Now define the m-dimensional vector y (t), the mxm matrix B ,

*
and the mxn matrix A as follows:

d                 d +1
*        (dl+1)       *        1        *        1                         +

  (t) = 91
B= C A B A = C A (2-17)

1                               1

(d2+1)               d2
d +12

92                 C A  B            C2A2

(dn'+1 )                                d                                   d  +1
9                    CA mB CAm
m _  _m _ -m
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*
where y (t) is proportional to y(t) by way of the Hamiltonian operator

for differentiation.  Using these definitions for all m scalar equations

*
of the form of Eq. (2-16), the vector-matrix equation for y (t) is,

*          *    *           *
-                  y (t) = [A +B F]x(t)+B Gr(t) (2-18)

-             -

To integrator decouple the multivariable system, it is necessary

to define the compensation matrices F and G to be

*   *-1 *
F E F  = -B A (2-19)

-1**
G E G  =B L (2-20)

where L is any mxm matrix of constant elements which is diagonal and non-

singular.  Substitution of Eqs. (2-19) and (2-20) into Eq. (2-18) yields,

*
y (t) = LE(t) (2-21)

Since L is diagonal and nonsingular, the system is decoupled, and each

*
y (t) affects only ri(t).  Now, what is left is to show that the

**
definitions of F  and G  will decouple the originally defined system

equations (2-1), (2-2), and (2-3).

th         * th th
The i   element Yi(t) is the (di+1)

derivative of the i

element Yi(t) of the output vector y(t).  For zero initial conditions,
*

the Laplace transform of y (t) in terms of y(t) is

d +1*1
¥  Cs)  =   s      yl (s)   = R(s)y(s) (2-22)

d +1
2

s    y2(s)

dm+1
s            Ym (s)
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where

d +1
1                                                                                                           ·

R(s) =   s        0       0    ······     0              (2-23)
d +1
2

0 S 0    ••·•••     0
d +1
3

0      0     S      ••••••     0

.

dm+10      0       0    ......   S

The output vector y(s) written in terms of the input vector, r(s) is

-1 * -1
y(s) = R  (s)y (s) = R (s)Lr(s) (2-24)

But from Eq. (2-7),

-d -1
-1                 1

H(s,F,G) = R  (s)L =   Rls       0     ·····•
H (2-25)

-d -1
o   g s  2   ......    02

-d -1
0      0   ···••••  2 S

m

m

Therefore, Eqs. (2-191 and (2-20) represent definitions for a

decoupling pair of matrices F and G, since H(s,F,G) is diagonalized.

**The decoupled system, upon application of F  and G , is said to be

integrator decoupled (ID), since to synthesize YiCs)/ri(s) on an
th thanalog computer,   a (.di+l) order integrator is required.     The  i

subsystem will have a transfer function

-d. -1
yi(s)/ri(s) = hi(s,F,G) = fis 1 (2-26)
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The second main contribution to the decoupling problem by Falb

and Wolovich consists of the test to determine if the.originally given

multivariable system can be decoupled.  An examination of Eqs. (2-19)
**

and (2-20) reveals that to use F  and G  as a decoupling pair, the non-

*                                                            *
singularity of B  is explicitly assumed.  The nonsingularity of B

represents the necessary and sufficient condition for determining

whether a given multivariable system can be decoupled with state-

variable feedback into subsystems possessing noninteraction.  The
*

sufficiency condition of B  nonsingular has been illustrated by showing

that the F and G matrices given by Eqs. (2-19) and (2-20) do decouple

the system.  The necessary condition can be shown by the following

arguments.  It was previously noted that if there exist matrices F and

G which decouple the multivariable system, then for each i,

d

C.A iB 0 0 i = 1,2,•••,m (2-27)
1

for some di.  Equation (2-16) indicates that if each element in the

input vector E(t) is to affect one and only one element in the output

vector y(t), then

d.

CiA 1BG = £
e (2-28)

di i

th
where e. denotes the i   row of the mxm identity matrix, Im.  Now td1

i

cannot be zero since Ed  equal to zero implies that because G is
'                                                                           i d.

nonsingular and diagonal, CiA lB = 0, which contradicts the fact that

F and G decoupling matrices do exist.  Repeating the argument for each

row of the output vector and combining all m resultant equations of

the form of Eq. (2-28), then
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-   dl  -            *C A B G=L=B G (2-29)1

d
2

C A  B
2

d

CA mB
m

So, since G and L are diagonal and nonsingular

8*-1 = GL-1 (2-30)

*
and it is concluded that B  nonsingular is a necessary condition for

the system to be decoupled.  More complete and rigorous proofs of the

*
necessary and sufficient condition on B  for decoupling are given by

Falb and Wolovich  (1967) and Mufti  (1969).
**

The use of the pair of matrices, F  and G  results in a

decoupled multivariable system'which has several disadvantages.  Namely,

each subsystem has one or more poles only at the origin and no zeros.

These shortcomings cause highly impractical features from a design

standpoint since zeros are required to obtain a zero velocity-error

coefficient for step inputs and zero position-error coefficients for

ramp inputs (Kuo, 1962) and only closed-loop time-responses of the form

yi(t) = aitdiri(t) (2-31)

exist.  Also, since the cancellation of all subsystem zeros with some
**

of the subsystem poles is an inherent consequence of using F  and G ,

those poles used in the cancellation cannot be arbitrarily positioned

using state-variable feedback. This fact, as shown in Schultz and Melsa
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(1967),always results in a suboptimally designed closed-loop system.

Also, if the open-loop system is observable, the closed-loop system will

be unobservable.

1

Gilbertts Canonical Decoupled Form

With the ability to determine whether a multivariable system can

be decoupled by state-variable feedback and with the restricted class of

decoupling matrices which integrator decouple, Gilbert (1969) proceeded

to formulate a methodology extending Falb and Wolovich's work in order

to avoid the disadvantages just mentioned.  Namely, he provided answers

to the questions:  11 if decoupling is possible, what freedom of choice

exists for the F and G control-law matrices, 2) what kinds of decoupled

closed-loop responses are attainable, and 3) once an attainable closed-

loop response is specified, how are the F and G matrices computed?
*

Gilbert first integrator-decoupled the system using the F  and

*
G  matrices defined by Eqs. (2-19) and (2-20).  Then, treating this

integrator decoupled (ID) system as an open-loop system, he proceeded to

find appropriate feedback and gain matrices to produce a desired

response.

The basis for this approach arises as follows. Let S(A,B,C)

represent the original open-loop multivariable system defined by Eqs.

(2-1) and (2-2) and define F and G to be matrices for the state-variable

control law of 'Eq.  (2-3)  used to compensate SCA,B,C)  (see Fig.  2-1).

Next, let S(A,B,C) represent the ID system found by compensating
**

S(A,B,C)  with F  and G  and which is subsequently treated as an open-

loop system (see Fig. 2-21.  Define F and 8 to be the matrices used to
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*

Open-loop Original System        1
S(A,B,C)

-

Ell':
r(s)                       (s In- A)-18                           y(s)

-

------ - - -1

X(S)
r----4
IF 14

Fig. 2-1.  Schematic Definition for Desired Closed-Loop Control System for
System S(A,B,C)
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Uncompensated ID System
S(A,B,C)+ 1

. 1 .E(s)  G I  i(    I  I SCA,B,C)
1    .  'CS)+ 1

*
F                        I

L                      _    _          _                    J

GIC.
 5(s)

Fig. 2-2.  Schematic Definition for Desired Closed-Loop Control System for
ID System §(A,B,C)

N0
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compensate S(A,B,C) to obtain a desired closed-loop response as shown

in Fig. (2-23.  The multivariable systems S(A,B,C) and S(S,B,C) are

control-law-equivalent if a one-to-one correspondence between F and F,

G and G can be found such that for this correspondence H(s,F,G) equals

H(s,F,Gl, where H(s,F,G) and Hcs,F,G) are the transmission matrices

[Eq. C2-7)] relating the output vector y(t) to the input vector E(t)

for S(A,R,C) and SCA,B,C) respectively.

The state equations for S(A,B,C) are the familiar ones of Eqs.

(2-1) and (2-23.  The state equations for S(A,B,C) are

# (t)   ·=   Ls (.t)    +   By (t) (2-32)

y(t) = CX(t) (2-33)

where

*
A = A+B F (2-34)

-*
B = BG (2-35)

C=C (2-36)

and the control-vector E(t) represents the point of application for the

**
next feedback compensation.  But F  and G  are defined by Eqs. (2-19)

and (2-20) so that upon substitution,

1
*-1 *         *

#(t) = (A-BB  A )?5(t)+BB u(t) (2-37)

-      -

Using the previously defined F and G matrices, the control law input

for S(A,B,C) is therefore,

y(t) = Fy(t) +GE(t) (2-38)

and Eq. (2-37) becomes
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*-1 -1 -1

#(t) =  (A -BB    A* +BB* -F)3(t) + BB* GE(t) (2-39)

The corresponding expression for SCA,B,C) using Eq. (2-3) is

8(t) = (A +BF)5(.t) + BGE(t) (2-40)

The systems S(A,B,C) and SCA,B,C) will have identical responses if

Eqs. (2-39) and (2-40) are identical.  This requires that

-1

F  =  B       (F  -A )

*-1 -       *F = B F+F (2-41)

*-1-
G=B G (2-42)

By this development it is established that one can work with

either the original system or the ID system and still retain the same

design freedom.  Gilbert chose to work with the ID system because it is

decoupled.

After integrator decoupling the system but before attempting to

determine an appropriate F and 8 matrix pair, Gilbert found a canonical

transformation which would place the ID system in a unique form which

allows identification of each of the m subsystems.  The canonical trans-

formation is performed on the ID system rather than the original system

because first, the ID system is decoupled and therefore simpler in

structure, and second, the canonical forms for coupled multiyariable

systems Ie.g., Luenberger (1967) and Asseo (1968)] do not answer ques-

tions 1), 2), and 3) adequately and consistently.  The subsystem identi-

fication consists of determining the phrticular control input and sub-

system output, the number of subsystem states or subsystem frequency-

domain poles, and the number and location of the subsystem zeros.
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Consequently, the identification of all the m subsystems establishes

the restrictions of state-variable feedback, since state-variable  feed-

back cannot add new zeros or control the location of existing ones, and

it cannot increase the order of any subsystem.

The canonical form is developed along the following lines.  The

ID system and the canonical decoupled (CD) system are related by a

linear change of variables using the transformation matrix  T, where

8(t) E T5(t)                                               (2-43)

The 4(t) represents the state-variable vector for the CD system, and

x(t) is the state variable vector for both the original and the ID

system.

The theoretical considerations and required proofs connected

with Gilbert's formulation of the transformation matrix T are not

examined in this study.  Instead, only the basic computational procedures

necessary to calculate the matrix T are presented because they are

pertinent to the application of multivariable decoupling techniques.

The symbol T denotes the n-dimensional space of n-element row

matrices.  Also, Ti represents any one of the n-element row matrices in

the space T, where in general

Ti = Irli'T2i'T3i,"',Tnil
(2-44)

Now, each Ti matrix for i = 1,2,···,m is computed by solving the

(m-1)xn equations,

T AlB =0 (2-45)
i    k

for k= 1,2,···,m,k0i and j= 0,1,2,···,n-1.  The A and B matrices
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th
are defined by Eqs. (2-34) and (2-35), and Bk denotes the k   column of

the matrix B.

The reason for computing the zi row matrices is that two

scalars, Pi and Zi' are needed in the definition of the CD representa-

-            tion, and they are defined as

Pi = dimension of zi'
i = 1,2,···,m (2-46)

where
m

P=Ipi (2-47)
i=1

and

P =n-P (2-48)m+1

t. = p.-d.-1 (2-49)111

with di defined by Eq.  (2-14) . The scalar Pi, is the number of poles  in
th

the i   subsystem which can be controlled by state-variable feedback,

.thand 2. is the number of fixed zeros of the 1 subsystem.1

The transformation matrix T is written as

T =
Tl (2-50)

T
2

Tintl

where the rows of the (Pixn) matrix T., i = 1,2,···,m, are a basis for1

T .  The first d.+1 rows of each of these T. are chosen to bei                  1                                  1

Ci,CiA,
...

, CiA 1 and the last Pi- di- 1 rows are
any other linearly

-d·

independent row vectors which make the set of rows of Ti a basis for Ti.
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For T . the rows are chosen so that the collection of rows of T form
mtl'

a basis for T.  A computer program has been written by Gilbert and

Pivnichny (1969) which incorporates the computation of the transforma-

tion matrix, T. Consequently, the tedious and difficult procedure of

calculating  the T matrix by longhand is bypassed.  However, a simple

example presented at the end of this chapter will illustrate the basic

calculations involved in constructing the ID system to CD system trans-

formation matrix, T.

Substitution of Eq. (2-43) into Eqs. (2-32), (2-33), and (2-38)

yields

8(t) = TAT-lE(t) + TBy(t) (2-51)

 (t)
= CT-l (t) (2-52)

-1
y(t)    =    FT       ?5(t)    +   GE (t) (2-53)

Define:

-1
A = TAT (2-54)

A

B = TB

-1
C = CT

and

-4
F = FT (2-55)

G=G
0            -

The canonical transformation is completed if thQ A, B, C, F, and

G matrices can be partitioned into specific forms.  The A, B, and C

matrices must have the partitioned standard decoupled form as shown in

Fig. 2-3, and the subsystems Aii' B,., and C   must exhibit the
11       ii

canonically decoupled form illustrated in Fig. 2-4.  The diagonal nature
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-

A=     A         0         0      · · · ·0 0 0      0 0 where Aii  is  a  Pi  Pi matrix
\

11

0     A     0   ••••·••   0     022 .C
Ai  is a pm+lxpi matrix

0     0     A   ·······   0     033

0     0     0   •••••••   A     0mm

A: A  A: A     A
-C -C

m    m+1

8=   8     0     0   .......   0           where Bii is a Pixl11

0     B     0   •••••••   0 submatrix
22

.-

0     0     833 ....... 0 .C .
and Bi is a p   Xlm+l

•     •     •              ·              submatrix

0     0     0   •••••••   B
min

Blc    -B     Bc  .......   Ac3                   m

2=   C     0     0   ....... 0 0    where Cii is a 1xpi
-

11
A

0     C     0   ··•••··   0     0      submatrix22

0     0     C33 ""'     0     0 p. , d.+1, i=1,2,•••,m•              •              •                                  •                            1          1

P. = t.+d.+1
0     0     0   ··••••·   C     0 111

mm

Fig. 2-3.  Standard Decoupled Form
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A   =
ii      0    Idi

0

0     0

Vi        Wi

where Id. is the dixdi identity submatrix
1

Vi is an Z.x(di+1) submatrix1

W. is an Z.xE. submatrix
1          11

-

B   =    0     where b. is an Z.xl submatrix
ii                   1        1

0

1

b
i

-

A

C.. = [1    0    0  ······ 0]
11

Fig. 2-4.  Canonically Decoupled Form
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of the upper portions of the A and S matrices and the left portion of

the 8 matrix permit the identification of m decoupled subsystems.

Gilbert (1969) proved that upon using the correctly constructed trans-

formation matrix T, the matrices A, B, and C have the structure required

for the canonically decoupled system representation.

Gilbert has also shown that F and G will preserve noninteraction

if and only if the matrices f and & related by Eqs. (2-56) and (2-57)

have the partitioned forms shown in Fig. 2-5.

To summarize, after the original system has been integrator

decoupled (ID), the resulting ID system is considered to be an open

loop system with control input vector u(t).  This ID system is to be
-      -

further compensated with F and G to obtain the desired diagonal trans-

mission matrix. Before this control law can be used as compensation,

a canonical transformation is performed to identify the m subsystems.

Then, each subsystem is designed to have a particular response using

well-known single-input, single-output state-variable feedback design

techniques (Schultz and Melsa, 1967).  The final compensated CD system

is illustrated in Fig. 2-6.  A single pair of feedback and gain

matrices for the open-loop system are computed using the equations

below.

*    *-1-
F=F +B FT (2-56)

*-1 -
G=B G (2-57)

It is pointed out that the feedback matrix F consists of one part which

destroys the static coupling inherent in the open loop system and

another part which models the subsystems for a particular closed-loop
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F=   F     0     0  ......  0     011                                                                   -

0     F     0  ••·•••  0     022

0     0     F  •·••••  0     0
33

0     0     0  ··••••  F     0
mm

where  F. .  is  a l x P i submatrix
11

G=   6     0     0  •· ·••  011

0     G     0  ••••·•  022

0     0     G  •••·••  033                             -

A

0     0     0  ••••••  G
mIn

where  6.     is  a  l x 1  submatrix
1i

and Gii 0 0,   i = 1,2,•••,m

Fig. 2-5. Feedback Forms for Decoupling '
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I

UCS)                     I

r(s)
. 8-8        19)      1  M  "*

i 79) -
- -

-               I                                            ;    .1

„

:*-1
D   S(A,B,C)       1 Y(S)./-

+M I       I
1

1

1
1

1 1

1                                                                                                                    1

1 *  xcs, IF               -
I

1 - - - - -                     -                                                          - -  13111 -,  - -1[iz
--

Fx(s) = Px(s)-            -

Fig. 2r6,  Schematic Definition for Desired Closed-Loop Control System for                         w
Gilbert's CD System S(A,8,8) 0
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response.  Application of the F and G matrices to the original open-loop

system results in a closed-loop system which has a diagonal transfer

matrix containing the desired subsystem transfer functions.

With this contribution, Gilbert has reduced the complex design

problem for multivariable plants to a systematic methodology.  A further

extension of this methodology has been provided by Slivinsky (1969) who

considered the possibility and consequence of adding dynamic compensa-

tion to the subsystems of the ID system.  His contribution to this

important aspect is discussed next.

Dynamic Subsystem Compensation

In general, the number of poles and zeros in any one subsystem    1

may be inadequate for obtaining a desired subsystem response.  For

example, suppose that a particular subsystem of a canonically decoupled

multivariable system possesses two poles and a zero.  The control

engineer, however, desires that the particular subsystem exhibit a

closed-loop response which requires three poles.  Also, the zero is to

be relocated in order to achieve a zero position error for applied ramp

inputs to the closed-loop subsystem. Since state-variable feedback by

itself does not possess the ability to increase the order of a system

(adding a subsystem pole) or to control the position of an improperly

located zero, the subsystem control objective cannot be satisfied.

The means for removing these types of inadequacies is to insert

lead-lag compensators in the control-input channels of the subsystems.

Slivinsky (1969) has proven that when dynamics in the form of lead-lag

compensators are added to the decoupled subsystems, they do not cause a
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loss of decoupling.  State variable feedback then permits the arbitrary

positioning of all the poles in the augmented subsystem.  The develop-

ment presented by Slivinsky (1969) of the procedures required to add

series compensation to a multivariable system constitutes the remainder

of the section.

After the original system,  S(A,B,C), is integrator decoupled,

the system represented by S(A,B,C) is transformed to the canonically-

decoupled form represented by S(A,B,C).  In the canonically decoupled

form, the subsystems are identified and, depending upon the number of

zeros and poles in each subsystem and the desired subsystem responses,

the type and amount of compensation are determined.

The equations describing the decoupled compensation are,

V VV

A(t) = Ax(t) + BG(t) (2-58)
-            -            -

VV --
u(t) = Cx(t) + Eu(t) (2-59)

The G(t) vector represents the control entry point to the integrator

decoupled system, S(A,B,C) and the 9(t) vector consequently represents

the control entry point to the augmented system which consists of the

ID system plus the added decoupled compensation.  The compensation

state-variable vector, 5(t), represents the number of added states of

compensation to the ID system and has dimension n .  The term decoupled
-                                                                                                                                                         C

V

compensation is used because the E matrix is diagonal, and coupling

-            between input channels is purposely omitted.  The structure for the

decoupled compensation is illustrated in Fig. 2-7.  An example of a

general n -order series compensator is shown in block diagram form
th

C

in Fig. 2-8a.

.
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V V

A= A 0   •••·•• 0 B= B 0   ......  0
11                                 11

V

0 A ...... 0 0    B    ••••••  0
22 22

V ·V

0    0   ······ A                 0     0   ······ B                           -
mm mm

-                                           -

V V

where A.. is an n xn where B.. is an n xm
11 C. C. 11        Ci11

submatrix, and submatrix, and
V

V

A is an n Xn matrix B is an n Xm matrix
CC         C

-                                         -                          -
V V V

C= C 0   •••··• 0 E= E 0   ••••••  0
11                                 11

V V

0 C22 ······  0                0 E ......  0
22

.

.

V V *

0 0 ······ C                 0     0   ······ E
mm mm

V V

where C.. is a 1xn where E.. is a 1xl
11          Ci                    11

submatrix, and submatrix, and
V V

C is an mxn matrix E is an mxm matrix
C

Fig. 2-7. Structure of the Decoupled Compensation

/

"
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V

I. E

g(s)                       2iCS)                 '- ..\\1   6( .   [sIn - A]-18 ., C

.  ///
C

a)  Block Diagram Representation of Dynamic Series Compensation

U
121 = Bl1

A 1 I-s+ 0.031

u                                     x2= B22 il'.s+2

b)  Compensation Added to Procedural Example

Fig. 2-8.  Dynamic Series Compensators
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The compensation is added to the control input channels of the

ID system 5(A,B,C) and the resultant augmented system represented by

----

SCA,B,C) is obtained.  The state-variable vector for the augmented                   '

system is defined to be

-

Ect) = 3(t) (2-60)

5(t)
-      -

where x(t) and x(t) are the state vectors for the ID system and for the

decoupled compensation, respectively. The dimension of 8(t)  is  (n+ nc).
From the definition for #(t), the state equations for the augmented

multivariable system S(A,B,C) are

*(t) = A5(t) + Bu(t) (2-61)

--

y(t) = CX(t) (2-62)

where in terms of the ID system matrices and the decoupled compensation

matrices,

V

A =  A BC (2-63)

V

0     A

V-         -

B= BE (2-64)

B

C = [C     0]                                              (2-65)
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The design procedure is then repeated ·by considering the

augmented multivariable system S(A,B,C) the same as the original

uncompensated multivariable system S(A,B,C).  If the control law used

to obtain a closed-loop desired transfer matrix for the augmented

multivariable system is denoted

u(t) = F#(t) + 05(t) (2-66)

then, Eqs. (2-56) and (2-57) become

-1
- * *
F=F  +B FT (2-67)

and

*-1.
G=B G (2-68)

In other words, A, B, C, F, and G replace A, B, C, F, and G respec-

tively in the design equations for the situation where the originally

given multivariable system must be compensated to obtain a particular

desired closed-loop transfer matrix.

A simple example will illustrate the design procedures presented

in the previous three sections of this chapter.

Procedural Example

The example of a reactor system with two temperature reactivity

feedback utilizing the simple model employed in the stability studies

by Brehm, Hetrick, et al., (1968) will illustrate the procedural steps

and basic calculations involved in decoupling a multivariable system.

The state-variables which are assumed to be externally controllable are
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the neutron power and the diode collector temperature.  The state

variables representing measurable output variables of the system are

again the neutron power and the diode collector temperature.  The

following first-order differential equations then represent the mathe-

matical model of the multivariable system.

il (t)   250 x2(t) - 500 x3(t) +'ul (t) (2-69)

R2(t)   0..26 x1(t) - 0.031 x2(t)

A3(t)   0.55 x2(t) - 8.65 x3(t) + u2(t)

Y1 (t) xl (t)

y2(t)   x3(t)

where

x1(t) = state-variable of neutron power density

X2 (t)  =  state-variable of emitter-surface temperature

X3(t) = state-variable of collector-surface temperature         '

The state-variable, control, and output vectors are defined as

5(t) xl (t) y(t) = ul(t) K(t) =  Yl (t) (2-70)

X (t) U2(t)  2(t)2

X (t)
3

-      -
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and the associated system matrices are:

A =   0 250 -500 B=  1 0 (2-71)

0.26  -0.031 0 0     0

0 0.55 -8.65 0     1

C= 1 0 0 (2-71)

0 0 1

The decoupling procedure for any multivariable system would

consist of the following steps.

a)  Determine the scalars di defined by Eq. (2-14).

For this example, m = 2, and n = 3.  Therefore, only dl and d2

are needed because there are only two rows to the output matrix C,

namely

C  = [1     0     0]
1

C2 = Io 0    1]

Consider first dl and j = 0, for i = 1.

CB  = [1 0 0]    1 0 = [1 01 4 null matrix

0     0

0     1

so, dl = 0·

Consider d2  and j = 0, for i = 2.

f... 4
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C2B = [0 0    11   1    0-  = [0 1] 4 null matrix

0     0

0     1

so, d2 = 0.

*
b)  Determine if the system can be decoupled by calculating B  as

defined by Eq. (2-17).

Since dl and d2 are both zero,
-       -

*
B = C B = CB

1

CB
2

-      -

or

--  - -  -

*
B=1 0 0 1 0 1 0 (2-72)

00100 0     1
-          -

0     1
-          -

-1
*                                                                   **

Since B  equals the (2x2) identity matrix, the inverse of B,B

does exist and is

-1          -*
B     =   1 0 (2-73)

0    1

and therefore, the multivariable system can be decoupled using state-

variable feedback.
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*
c)  Determine the A  matrix as defined by Eq. (2-17).

Since dl and d2 are both zero,

*
A = C A = CA

1

C A
2

or,

*
A  =  1    0    0     0 250 -5on 0 250 -500 (2-74)

0    0    1    0.26  -0.031     0       0 0.55 -8.65

0 0.55 -8.65

**
d)  Determine F  and G , the compensation matrices which put the system

in integrator decoupled (ID) form, defined by Eqs. (2-19) and (2-20).
-1*

Since B equals the (2x 2) identity matrix,

-1              -                    -* * * *
F  = -B A = -A  =  0 -250 500 (2-75)

0 -0.55 8.65

and

*     *
G =B =  1     0                                      (2-76)

01

e)  Determine the A, B, and C matrices defined by Eq. (2-34), (2-35),

and (2-36).
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*

Now,  if A=A +BF   then

A= 0      0      0                                    (2-77)

0.26  -0.031   0

0 0 0

*
and if B = BG

B= 1 0 (2-78)

0     0

0    1

and C=C where C i s given by Eq. (2-71).

f)  Determine the matrix T, used to change variables and to determine

the canonically decoupled representation of the ID system, defined by

Eq. (2-43).

From Eq. (2-45), the vector spaces Tl and T 2 must be calculated

since m = 2.  Consequently, the two equations,

TlAj82 -0, j = 0,1,2 (2-79)

T2AjB1 =0, j = 0,1,2

must be solved for the values of j indicated to obtain the row matrices

Tl and T2 where, since n = 3,

Ti = [Til Ti2 Ti31
' i = 1,2

For j = 0,

TB  = T    =012  1
3
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T281 = T2  = 0
1

For j = 1,

--

TAB  = 01   2

T2ABl = 0.26 T2  = 0, so T2  = 02

For j = 2,

2T A B  =0
1      2

T2A281 =0

SO,

Tl = [Tl 'Tl ,01
1       2

T2 =I O,0, T231

By definitiod, the dimension of Tl is Pl and therefore,

pl = dim Tl = 2

Also, the dimension of T 2 is P2 and so,

p=d i m T=1
22

The dimensions of Tl and T 2 add to 3, the number of system states, so

p    = 0, and only Tl and T2 are needed to construct T.  Since d and
m+1                                                            1

d2 are both zero,.the first row of Tl is Cl and the first row of T2 is
(2.  The second row of Tl is any row matrix which is independent of C

1

and belongs to the subspace of Tl.  Choose the row matrix [0  1  0]

because if T = 0 and rl  = 1, then1                                                                                                                112

Tl 4 [0   1   01
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and so the row matrix [0   1   0] belongs to the subspace of Tl.

Therefore,
. 5

'                 T=1   0   0 =I 3 (2-80)

0 1 0

0 0 1

-1
T   = inverse T=  1    0 0 (2-81)

010

001

g)  Determine the canonical system matrices A, B, and C defined by

Eq. (2-54).

- -1    -              -1A = TAT =A since T=T =I
3

-   -

B = TB = B since T = I3
-1                  -1

C=C T   =C since T=T   =I 3

SO ,'

A

A=   0      0      0          B=  1 0 (2-82)

0.26 -0.031 0 0     0

0    0    0          0  1

e= 1 0 0

0 0 1

h)  Determine the integer, Ei, for each subsystem in order to partition

A, B, and 8.
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From step f) , pl is 2, and P2 is 1, so using Eq. (2-49)

£1=Pl-dl-1=2-1=1 d  =0
1

Z2 =P 2 -d 2-1=1-1=0 d  =0
2

i)  Partition A, B, and C, identify the· subsystems, and determine the

number of zeros and poles in each subsystem.

1 1

A= 0   0 1 0 B= 1 1 0 (2-83)
1 1

0.26 -0.031 1 0 0 1 0
------- +- -  - 1-  -

0         0     10                 Oil
1 1

C= 1 0,0
- - 1- -

0      0   11

SO,

A= 0   0       A =[0] (2-84)11 22

0.26 -0.031

Bll = 1 822=[1]
0

8 =[1 0] C22=[1]11

So, subsystem 1 has one zero and two poles, and subsystem 2 has only

one pole and no zeros.
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j)  Choose the desired closed-loop subsystem transfer functions and

add the necessary compensation if the number of subsystem poles and

zeros is inadequate to achieve the desired response.

For this example, suppose the desired transfer function for the

the first subsystem, denoted hdl(S) is

2

hdl(s)
=

s2 + 2st 2
(2-85)

and for the second subsystem, hd2(S) is

8
(S) = (2-86)h    s2+4s+8

d2

Therefore, dynamic compensation in the form of one pole must be

inserted into the control channel of subsystem 1 in order to cancel

the zero and still have two subsystem poles remaining to achieve the

second order response of hdl(s).  A dynamic compensator with only one

pole must be inserted into the control channel of subsystem 2 to

achieve the second order response of hd (s). Since one pole is added
2

to each subsystem, two states of dynamic compensation are added.  If

41(t) and x2(t) represent. the compensator states added to subsystem 1
V V V

and subsystem 2 respectively, then the matrices A, B, C, and E from

Eqs. (2-58) and (2-59) describing the decoupled compensation are,

V

A =  -0.031 0 B=  1     0                   (2-87)

0      -2              0     1
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V V

C=  1     0         E=  0     0                         (2-87)

0      .1                   0       0

The block diagram form of the added compensation appears in Fig. 2-8b.

with a pole at s = -0.031 added to subsystem 1 and a pole at s = -2.

added to subsystem 2.  The pole locations of the added compensation

were  chosen at random.

k)  Determine the augmented system matrices from Eqs. (2-63), (2-64),

and (2-65) for the state-variable vector definition of Eq. (2-60).

In terms of the ID system matrices, A, B, C, and the decoupled

V

compensation matrices A, B, C, and R, the augmented system matrices

are,

A=   0      0      0      1      0                      (2-88)

0.26  -0.031   0      0      0

0 0 0 0 1

0      0      0    -0.031   0

0      0      0      0     -2
-4     -

-

B=   0     0          C=1     0     0     0     0

0 0     0 0 1 0 0

00

1     0

0      1
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1)  Repeat procedural steps a) through i) for the augmented system

matrices.

Repeating step a), the scalars di for i = 1, 2 are

dl=1, d =1 (2-89)2

**-1 ** *
The computational results for the B,B ,A,F, and G  matrices

appear in Fig. 2-9.  The ID system representation of the augmented

system matrices resulting from step e) is presented in Fig. 2-1Oa.

-1
The transformation matrix T and its inverse T , used to transform the

ID system equations to the canonically decoupled (CD) representation is

given in Fig. 2-1Ob where results of the computation indicate that

pl = 3 and P2 = 2.  Finally, the CD system matrices from step g) namely
A - -

A, B, and C, appear in Fig. 2-11. The partitioning of the matrices in

Fig. 2-11 is accomplished by computing the Zi scalars for i = 1,2 where

repeating step h), 21 = 1 and £2 = 0.  The partitioned form of A, B, and

C, and the internal structure of All' A22' Bll' B22' Cll' and 822 agree

with Figs. 2-3 and 2-4 so, therefore, the augmented system is canoni-

cally decoupled.  There are three poles and one zero in subsystem 1 and

only two poles in subsystem 2, since Pl = 3, £1 = 1, and P2 = 2, £2 = 0

respectively.

m)  Determine the general forms for the F and G matrices using Fig. 2-5

and compute the closed-loop transfer functions for each subsystem.
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*   -        -                    -1*. -          -

B=10    B 10

0      1                                    0      1
-                                -

*
A  =  0     0     0     -0.031     0

\
0     0     0        0      -2

*
F  =  0     0     0      0.031     0

00002

*- -
G = 1     0

0     1

Fig. 2-9.  Integrator Decoupling Matrices
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A=    0          0       0     1     0

0.26 -0.031     0     0     0

0*           0        0      0      1

0            0 0 0 0

0            0 0 0 0

B=   0     0               C=   1     0    0     0     0

0          0                                          0          0          1          0          0

00

10

01

a)  Integrator Decoupled System Matrices

T=  1 0 0 0 0 T =1 0 0 0     0-1

00010 0 0 1 0 0

01000 0 0 0 1     0

00100 01000

00001 0 0 0 0     1

b)  Canonical Transformation Matrices

Fig. 2-10.  ID System and CD Transformation Matrices
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A=    0      1        0    i   0     0

0 0 0 0 0

0.26 0 -0.031 ,   0     0
- - - - - - - - - -F- -   - -
0 0 0 0 1

0       0          0     10      0

-

B= 0,0

1,0

0,0
-1- -
0,0

O i l
-            -

-

1

C=   1     0     0,   0     0
-  - 1-

0      0      0,    1      0

Fig. 2-11.  Canonically Decoupled System Matrices
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Since Pl = 3 and P2 = 2, the permissible forms for F and 6

which preserve decoupling are

F=  f     f     f     0     0                           (2-90)11    12    13

0 0 O f f24 25

6=    0 11

0      22
-                 -

where

Fll = Ifll  f12 f131 F22 = [f24  f251

all = I lll  22 = fg221

For subsystem 1, the transfer function h   is11

h          =    d      'I s I     -  A       -B           F       ] -1 8       811 11 3   11  11 11 11 11

or,

- -1   -      -h   = [1 0   01  - s    -1       0            011

-fll  s- f12 -f13         Z11

-0.26 0 s+  0. 031             0

-           1-

Zll(s +0.031) (2-91)h   =11   (s+ 0.031)(s2- f s-f )-0.26 f12    11         13

For subsystem 2, the transfer function h is,22

h22 = C22[sI2- '&22-  22#221-1 B22 22
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or,

h   = [1 0]   S      -1         022

-f
24 s - f25  22

g
22 (2-92)h   =

22    s2 - f258 - f24

n)  Calculate the feedback and gain elements of F and & so that the

transfer functions for the subsystems are equal to the desired closed-

loop transfer functions from step j).

For subsystem 1, if fil = -2, f12 = -2, f13 = 0, and gll = 2,

then

2
h = = h (2-93)11       s 2+2 s+2      d

1

For subsystem 2, if f   = -8- f   = -4, and g22 = 8, then24 '  25

8
h = = h (2-94)22 s 2+4 s+8       d

2

and so,

F =  -2   -2 0 0    0           i                   (2-95)

0    0    0   -8   -4
-                                    „

G= 2     0

0    8

0)  From Eqs. (2-67) and (2-68), determine the F and G matrices used

to control the original augmented system described by Eqs. (2-61) and

(2-62).
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For this example,

1* -
B   F T=  1 0 -2  -2   0 0 0100 0   0

0   1    0   0   0  -8  -4   0   0   0   1   0

0 1 000

00100

000 0   1

SO,
F=  0 0 0  0.031 0  + -2 0   0  -2   0

00002 0   0  -8  ' 0  -4

F =  -2   0   0 -1969 0 (2-96)

0    0   -8    0   -2

and

G=  2 0 (2-97)

0     8

p)  Compute the closed-loop transfer matrix for the augmented system

using the control-law of Eq. (2-66).

In general,

-1--fi(s,9,8) = C[sIn-A-BF] BG (2-98)

So, for this example,
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-./-

H(s,F,G) =  1  0  0  0  0    sOO     -1     0  -1 0  0

0 0 1 0 0 -0.26 s+0,031            0               0             0             0     0

0      0       S      0    -1     0  0

2      0       0     s+2 0 2   0

0  0   8  0 s+4 0 8

or,

-                       2
H(s,f,8) =                0                              (2-99)s  + 2s + 2

8
0 s +4 s+8

wl ier e

- --

yl(s)  = y(s) = H(s,F,G) rl(s) (2-100)

V2(s) r2(S)
-

This completes the design procedure since the transfer matrix of the

augmented multivariable system is diagonalized and, therefore, each

input affects one and only one system output. In this example, the

desired second-order responses were realized exactly and represent

transfer functions between the control-inputs rl(t) and r2(t) and the

system outputs Yl(t) and Y2(t), respectively.  No attempt is made to

physically define the control-inputs rl(t) and r2(t) since the purpose

of the example is only to illustrate the procedural steps involved in

decoupling a multivariable system.
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Summary

The objective of this chapter was to provide the necessary

information required to design a decoupled multivariable control system

using state-variable feedback.

First, the criteria to determine whether a given multivariable

system is controllable was presented.  Next, the question of whether

or not a given multivariable system can be decoupled using state-

variable feedback was answered by applying the test of non-singularity

to the B matrix, a necessary and sufficient condition for decoupling

proven by Falb and Wolovich (1967). The restricted pair of decoupling
**

matrices F  and G  were introduced, and the shortcomings of this resul-

tant integrator decoupled system were noted.

Gilbert's contributions included the formulation of the

required transformation from the integrator decoupled form of the

original multivariable system to the canonically decoupled system

representation.  With Gilbert's proof of a general form for the canon-

ical system representation, the various single-input, single-output

subsystems and the number of subsystem poles and zeros could consequen-

tially be identified. Furthermore, explicit forms for the feedback and

gain matrices, which ensure that the resultant closed-loop  system

maintains the decoupled nature of the subsystems were presented.

Gilbert and Pivnichny (1969) have written a computer program

which performs all the necessary computations required to decouple a

multivariable system by state variable feedback.  By incorporating all

the decoupling results obtained by Falb and Wolovich (1967) and by
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Gilbert (1969) into the computer program, the decoupling problem has

been reduced to a practical synthesis procedure.

-                    The work of Slivinsky established the procedure for adding

dynamic compensators to the single-input, single-output subsystems in

order to achieve a specific subsystem response using state-variable '

feedback. He proved that by adding compensators of a particular form

to the integrator decoupled representation of the original multivariable

system, the resultant canonically decoupled subsystems contain the

required dynamics without an inherent loss of decoupling.  The proce-

dures involved in the design of a decoupled multivariable control system

were finally illustrated with a simple example.

One important problem still is unresolved. That is, suppose the

design engineer desires a closed-loop multivariable control system that

possesses, in general, interaction between the various control inputs

and the system outputs.  The formulation of a design method by which a

desired transf er matrix is realized constitutes  the obj ective  of  the

next chapter.  The desired transfer matrix contains specific transfer

functions between each control input and each and every system output.



CHAPTER 3

DESIGN OF INTaRACTING MULTIVARIABLE CONTROL SYSTEMS
USING DECOUPLING TECHNIQUES

This chapter presents the formulation of the feedback synthesis

design technique for the realization of an interacting closed-loop

multivariable control system. Tlie teclinique utilizes the methods

described in Chapter 2 for decoupling a multiple-input, multiple-output

system into single-input, single-output subsystems using state variable

feedback. The consequence of the decoupling is that the closed-loop

system transfer matrix is diagonalized, and therefore each system output

is affected by one and only one system input.

By incorporating cross-coupling, the transfer function matrix

possesses, in general, all non-zero entries, thus each system output is

affected by all system inputs in a specified desired manner. The limi-

tations on the mathematical model are the same as,those given in

Chapter 1.

The computational procedure for the feedback synthesis of a

coupled or interacting multivariable control system depends on the fact

that for a set of n first-order differential equations, there are many

possible matrix representations with the form of Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2),

depending on the definitions of the vector quantities.  Each represen-

tation will decompose to the same set of differential equations, but the

system matrices will not necessarily obey the equivalency requirements

of elementary matrix algebra.

57
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Consider again the transfer function relationship between the

input and output vectors;

y(s) = H(s)r(s) (3-1)

e

or in expanded form:

y(s) =  Yl 11 12 lm    1
h     h    ······  h     r                  (3-2)

y      h     h    ······  h2                   21 2·2 2m   r2

Y3                              r•• • 3

h     h    ......
ml m2 mIn •

-

y                                   r
m m

-- --

The off-diagonal elements are the desired transfer function cross-

coupling elements between the various m inputs and m outputs.  Eq. (3-2)

can equivalently be written as

/
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:

 (s) -  yl       h11    0    """0   0                            (3-3)

Y2               22
0-     h    ·······   0

<:::
Y3

*

•        0      0    ••••••·   h
mm

ym

+ 0 0   ••••••••   0       h
1m

h      0   ·•••••·•   0       021

0      h   ••·•••·•   0       032

0      0   ••••·•••   h       0
m,m-1

+.......
\

+   0      h      o   .........   0          r12                             1

0      O      h   '········   0          r23                          2

            r3

0      0      0   0·"·00··   h
m-l,m

h      0      0   ·*"""0 0 mrm1
:

It is noted that the first partial matrix of H(s) is in diagonal

or decoupled form and that each of the other component matrices can be

put into diagonal form by a simple row interchange.  This forms the

central idea behind a systematic cross-coupling technique which will
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utilize repetitive decoupling.  This repetitive decoupling is called

variational decoupling.  The development of this together with the

necessary subsequent recoupling method constitutes the main contribu-

tions of this chapter and of this extension of multiple-input, multiple-

output control theory.

Variational Decoupling

To begin, 7(s) is subdivided into partial output vectors, each

partial vector corresponding to one of the components on the right-hand

side of Eq. (3-3).  That is:

y(S) =  1(s)+Y2(S) + ••• + y (s) E YT(s) (3-4)- -m -.

where
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Z1(s) = Yll 11                              -
h      0      0   ••••·••• 0 r(s) (3-5)

y21       .0          h22       0     """      0

Y31     0      0      h   ........  033
e

y       0      0      0   •••·•••·  h
ml                                   mm

-      -

Z2(S) =  Y12     0      0   """"
0 h -  r(s)im   -

y22     h21    0   """"  0      0

y32     0      h32 """"  0      0

e

y       0      0   ........  0      0
m2

-  -    0      0   ••••••••  h      0
m,m-1

\'

;

-     -

Km(s) =  Yl      0      h      0   .......
0 r(s)12                       -m

y       0      0      h   ·······   02 23
m     •      •      •             •

Y3m      

0      0      0   ·······   h
m-1,m

y       h      0      0   •·••••.   0
mm      m,1

-     -       -

and where the subscript T on the output vector is introduced to emphasize

that this vector pertains to the cross-coupled total output vector.
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th
The subscript on the k output vector component Zk(s), in

th
addition to designating the k term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3-3),

also corresponds to the output vector index of that transfer matrix

element h.. occurring in the first column of each of the partial trans-
1J

fer matrices. As will become evident, this provides a relatively

convenient method of "bookkeeping" the many calculations which are

required.

The idea now is to put each of the m partial transfer matrices

of H in diagonal decoupled form, determine the m associated feedback and

gain matrix ,pairs for each partial decoupled system according to the

methods of Chapter 2, and finally recombine the m pairs of feedback and

gain matrices which result in the closed loop transfer matrix of

Eq. (3-2).

'        The first partial transfer matrix, associated with y, (s), is
-1

already in diagonal form, and the methods of Chapter 2 can be applied

immediately.  The associated feedback and gain matrices F and G for this

partial system will be denoted by Fl and Gl respectively.

To bring the remaining partial transfer matrices to the desired

diagonal  form, the transformation matrix Q, defined  by:

Q E O 1 0   • · · ·    0                                               ·        (3-6)

0    0    1  ··••  0

0    0    0  ····  1

1    0    0  ••••  0                                               1

is utilized.
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Multiplying ¥2(s) by Q results in:

Q72(s)    Y22      h21   0   ""'
0 0   -   r (s) (3-7)

Y32      0     h   ·····   0     032

Ym       0     0   00000   h     O
2 m,m-1

0     0   ···••   0     h
Y 12                               1m

th                              k-1
In general, for the k   term, multiplying Yk(s) by Q   :

-         k-1               -
yk(s) = Q   yk(s) = Yk (3-8)
-                                     k

yk+llc

Y-
"'k

ylk

Yk-lk

where

 k(s) = Hk(s,Fk'Gk)E(s) (3-9)

with
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Hk(s,Fk'Gk) = hk,1               0           (3-10)
hk+1,2

h
m,m-k+1

h
1,m-k+2

.

0                        h
k-l,m

-                                             -

Thus, Eq. (3-8) defines Yk(s), the row transformed output vector and

Hk(s,Fk'Gk)' the diagonal partial transfer matrix.  Each of the row

transformed partial transfer matrices are in the required decoupling

diagonal form.  The techniques of Chapter 2 may now be applied to each

of these decoupled transformed partial systems to determine (m-1) Fk

and Gk matrix pairs.  Finally, the m pairs of Fk and Gk matrices are

combined into a single pair of matrices FT and GT' where, as indicated

before, the T subscript is introduced to emphasize that these are the

matrices associated with the desired totally interacting system.

The procedure can equivalently be stated as follows: the

original multiple-input, multiple-output system is first decoupled

according to the methods of Chapter 2, and the desired feedback and

gain matrices, denoted now as Fl and Gl' are determined.  At this point,

rl affects only Yl, r2 only Y2, etc.  To incorporate cross coupling, the

output vector is redefined (m-1) times so that each time a decoupled

transfer matrix arises. In the first of these partial representations,

rl affects only Y2' r2 affects only Y3' etc., up to rm' which affects
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only Yl.  In the second partial representation, rl affects only Y3'

r2 affects only Y4' etc., again up to rm' which affects only Y2.  This

th
same description is repeated in a similar fashion until the (m-1)

partial representation is reached. Each of these m decoupled closed-

loop systems consequently serves to generate m of the cross-coupling

terms in the desired mxm  cross-coupled transfer matrix of Eq. (3-2).

Because of the superposition principal of linear systems, the

state vector 3(t) can also be partitioned into separate components,

each component corresponding to the partial decoupled system represented

by each term of Eq. (3-4).  As with y (t), xT(t) will be used to denoteT

the "total" system response vector comprised of contributions from each

of the m partial responses which correspond to the m decoupled represen-

tations. Thus, the vector-matrix representation for the interacting

closed-loop system is:

AT(t)   AXT(t) + BuT(t)
(3-11)

-/ -*

YT (t)            COT (t) (3-12)

u.T(t)   FT5T(t) + GTE(t)
(3-13)

with
m

OT(t) =  I xk(t)
(3-14)

k=1

m                                        m

rT(t) =  I  Zk(t) =C  I Xk(t)
(3-15)

k=1 k=1

th
The k decoupled system satisfies the equations:
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 k(t)   Aok(t) + Bgk(t) (3-16)

yk(t)         Qk-l Ykct)   =   Qk-lcx   (t)   =C x (t) (3-17)-k k-k

Uk(t)   Fk5k(t) + Gkr(t) (3-18)

where

k-1
Ck=Q C, k = 1,2,   ,m. (3-19)

The relationship between Fk and Gk and the transfer matrix for
th

the k decoupled vector-matrix representation is obtained by substitu-

ting Eq. (3-18) into Eq. (3-16):

 k(t) - (A+BFk) 2Sk(t) + BGk E(t) (3-20)

Taking the Laplace transform of Eq. (3-20), assuming zero initial condi-

tions on the state vector x (t). and solving for 5k(s):-k   '

*k(s)   =   [sIn - A- BFk] -1 BGk E(s) (3-21)

Then using the Laplace transform of Eq. (3-17) together with Eq. (3-21):

-

 (s)  =  ClJk(s)   =  Ck[sIn- A - BFk] -1 BGIC E(s) (3-22)

or, the transfer matrix, Hk(s,Ftc'Gk)' is

-1

Hk(s,Fk'Gk) = Ck[sIn- A-BFk] BGk (3-23)

The bar over Hk (s,Fk' Gk) is used to emphasize that the transfer matrix

is in diagonal form.
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The elements of Hk(s,Fk'Gk) are identified from the desired

transfer matrix [see Eq. (3-10)] and the Fk and Gk matrices are then

determined using the decoupling techniques of Chapter 2.  This process

is simply repeated m times until m pairs of Fk and Gk matrices are

determined.

The total system feedback and gain matrices, FT and GT' are

then determined in terms of the m pairs of Fk and Gk matrices by utiliz-

ing the definitions of Eq. (3-14) and (3-15) while satisfying Eqs.

(3-11), (3-12), and (3-13).

The question may arise at this point whether or not each of the

vector-matrix representations used in the variational decoupling tech-

*
nique can be decoupled or, equivalently, if the B  matrix is singular

for any of the partial vector-matrix representations.  The theorem

below proves that if the original vector-matrix representation can be

decoupled, then performing the elementary row operations on the original

vector-matrix representation does not cause a loss of decoupling for any

of the partial vector-matrix representations.

Theorem 3.1

*
If B  is nonsingular for the original vector-matrix

representation, it is also nonsingular for all partial vector-matrix

representations generated with the transformation matrix Q of Eq. (3-6).

Proof:   '

*
Define Bl to be the matrix which tests the original vector-

matrix representation for decouplability.  Then, using Eq. (2-17),
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B  = C Adlla (3-24)1     11
d1

Cl A  282

d1

Cl A mB
m ·

-

th
where Cl  denotes the i row of the original output matrix, and using

i

Eq. (2-14),

dl. = min Ij,Cl.A B 0 0, j = O,1, ... ,n-1] (3-25)
1                1

*               th
The B  matrix for any k partial vector-matrix representation is

*
denoted Bk' where again using Eq. (2-17),

*         dkl
Bk =  Ck A B (3-26)

1

Ck A -28
2

dk
C  A mB
km

-              -

th th
and Ck  denotes the i row of the k partial output matrix, and again

i

using Eq. (2-14),

dk. = min [j;Ck.A1B # 0, j = 0,1,···,n-1] (3-27)
1               1

th
where all the Ck, including Cl = C, are given by Eq. (3-19).  The i

th
row of the output matrix Ck for the k   partial decoupled system is
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.threlated to the J row of the original system output matrix Cl by:

Cki = Cl. (3-28)
3

where j = i+k-l for i < m-k+1 or j = i+k-m-1 form-k+1 1 i Sm.

Therefore, using Eq. (3-25) to relate the dk· scalars in terms of the
1

dl  scalars for each Ck  row matrix,
i                          i

*         dlkB=C A B (3-29)k    lk

C     A, 8
1

m

Cl  Adll B1.

d 1

Cl  A k-l B
k-1

-                 -

.

or, from Eq. (3-24),

*    k-1 *
Bk=Q Bl

(3-30)

Since the inverse of a product is the product of the matrix inverses in

reverse order,

*-1     k-1 * -1 *-1  k-1 -1
Bk   = IQ Bll = Bl  IQ ] (3-31)

and since the inverse of Q exists, the inverse of Q to the power (k-1)

-:<

also exists.  Because it is hypothesized that Bl is nonsingular, the
*                                 th

inverse  of  Bk does exist, and therefore  the k partial vector-matrix .
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representation can be decoupled.  Allowing k to range from 2 to m

completes the proof.

(End   Theorem    3.1)

*
The repeated computation of F  for each vector matrix

*
representation also is not required since F  is invariant to the elemen-

tary row transformations performed by Q.  This is proven in Theorem 3.2

below:

Theorem 3.2

*
The F matrix which integrator decouples a multivariable system

is invariant for any vector-matrix representation generated with the

transformation matrix Q from Eq. (3-6).

Proof:

*
The Fl matrix for the original vector-matrix representation is:

-1* * *
Fl - -Bl Al

(3-32)

*
where Bl is given by Eq. (3-24) and,

*        11
d +1

Al   = CllA
(3-33)

d12+1

(12A

dl +1
Cl Am

m

'
thLikewise, the Fk matrix for any k partial vector-matrix representation,

k = 2,3,••·,m, is:
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&                     *-3      *

Fk " -Bk Ak (3-34)

*
where Bk is given by Eq. (3-26) or (3-30) and

*        dkl+1A = C A (3-35)
k     kl

dk +1
Ck A 2

2

dkm+1
C A

I.

or, as was the case for Bk:

*    k-1 *
A  =Q A (3-36)k 1

*-1            . ,
Substituting Eq. (3-31) for Bk  ' the result is

Fk =
-31-1[Qk-11-lqk-lA  (3-37)

or

1* * * *
(3-38)

Fk = -Bl  Al  = Fl

Again·allowing.k to range from 2 to m completes the proof.

(End Theorem 3.2)

*
From Theorem 3.1, it is not necessary to determine Bk for any of

the partial vector-matrix representations. Therefore, the expression

*                                             *
for the gain matrix Gk can be obtained in terms of the Bl matrix from

the original vector-matrix notation.  This formulation results
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immediately since, corresponding to Eq. (2-20) (letting L = I ' the m>(m

identify matrix):

-1**
G =B (3-39)k    k

and, using Eq. (3-31),

*    *  k-1 -1
Gk = Gl[Q ] (3-40)

where

-1**
G =B (3-41)

1        1

The original and each partial vector-matrix representation can now be

integrator decoupled using Eqs. (3-24), (3-33), (3-32), (3-41), and

(3-40) for Bl' Al' Fl = Fk' Gl' and Gk' respectively.

Since the A and B system matrices do not change from one vector-

matrix representation to the next, the formulas of Eqs. (2-34) and

(2-35), applicable to A and B, require no additional notation to indi-

cate dependence on a particular vector-matrix representation.  However,

since the output matrix is different for each representation, the

formula  for  C  [Eq. (2-36)] becomes

E =c (3-42)k    k

th
for the k vector-matrix representation.

The first di+l rows, i = 1,2,···,m, of each submatrix T. of the               1

transformation matrix in Eq. (2-50) depend on the system output matrix.

Since each output matrix Ck is different for k = 1,2,···,m, in general,

each transformation matrix Tk will be different for different vector-

matrix notations.  In this chapter, Tk will be used to denote the
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th
transformation matrix associated with the k partial decoupled vector-

matrix representation. This should not be confused with the T. notation
-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           1

of Chapter 2 used to indicate the row-submatrices of T [Eq. (2-50)].

Even though the decoupled form for the canonically decoupled0
system must be the same for each vector-matrix representation, each A,

B, and C will in general be different due to the different transforma-

tion matrices Tk.  Therefore, in the notation of this chapter,

Ak = Tk(A+BF1)Tk-1 (3-43)

*
B  = T BG (3-44)k    k k

-                       -1
C =C T (3-45)k    k k

where each Ak' Bk' and Ck' k = 1,2,···,m must have the form shown in

Fig. (2-3).

Finally, in the canonically decoupled form, each subsystem of

each partial vector-matrix representation possesses a different single-

' input, single-output relationship. The F and G matrices will conse-

quently differ generally from one vector-matrix representation to the

next.  Therefore, the particular feedback and gain matrices in the

canonical system which produce the desired transfer functions between

an element in the output vector y (t) and the corresponding elements in

the external cdntrol input vector E(t), are denoted Fk and &k'

th
k = 1,2,···,m.  In terms of the original system matrices for the k

vector-matrix representation, Eqs. (2-56) and (2-57) become:

*-1-
F  = F +B   F T (3-46)'k   1  k  k k
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and

*-1 -

Gk = Bk ek
(3-46)

-1                          -1
*                              *

where  Bk is given in terms  of  Bl       by  Eq.   (3-31) .                                                                                 ·.

Formulation of Cross-Coupling Control-Law Matrices

There remains the task of formulating the single pair of "total"

feedback and gain matrices, FT and GT' expressed in terms of the 1 Fk and

Gk partial matrix pairs.  The FT and GT matrices then comprise the

cross-coupled feedback control law for the original system according to

Eq. (3-13).

From Eqs. (3-11) and (3-13),

 T(t) -  (A+ BFT)?ST(t) + BG E(t) (3-48)

Similarly, from Eqs. (3-16) and (3-18):

#k(t) = (A+BFk)?51 (t)+BGkE(t) (3-49)

Taking the time derivative of Eq. (3-14) and incorporating this with

Eqs. (3-48) and (3-49) above results in:

m m

(A+BFT)5.r(t)  +BGTE(t)    =   I    (A+  BFk) xk(t)+B      I GlcE(t) (3-50)

k=1 k=1

Since this relationship must hold for arbitrary E(t) (including the null

vector), GT must be defined as

m

GT =  I Gk
(3-51)

k=1
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Substituting Eq. (3-51) into Eq. (3-50), cancelling  Tby using

Eq. (3-14) and premultiplying the result. by the left-inverse of B,

results in:

m

F x (t) =  I  F x (t) (3-52)
T-T k-k

k=1

Introducing Eq. (3-14) for xT(t), taking the Laplace transform, and then

substituting Eq. (3-21) for fk(s) results in

m m

FT     I   [ s In- A- BFk l - 1 BGk  =     T  F   [s I    -A- BFk l - 1 BGk (3-53)L'k n
k=1 k=1

Defining

Dk(s) = [sIn- A-BFkl-1BGk (3-54)

Eq. (3-53) becomes:

m·       m

FT I Dk(S) = I FkDk(S) (3-55)

k=l k=l

Eqs. (3-51) and (3-55) relate the desired feedback and gain

matrices, FT and GT' to the set of m decoupling matrices Fk and Gk'

k = 1,2,···,m.  Although GT can be computed directly from the Gk

matrices, no general closed-form solution for FT exists because the
m

. 
matrix represented by  I Dk is an nxm matrix, and therefore neither the

k=l
inverse nor the right-inverse is defined for m < n.  However, a procedure

for obtaining an FT matrix which satisfies the relationship of Eq. (3-55)

does exist and will be presented subsequently.
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An important point concerning Eq. (3-55) should perhaps be

clarified before proceeding.  Except for the special case of all Fk

matrices equal, FT may contain an f dependence and hence dynamic

elements.  Therefore, the Laplace transform of Eq. (3-52) would not

result in Eq. (3-53) because the transform of the product of the two

time functions is not a simple product of the two functions in the

Laplace domain.  However, if Eq. (3-55) is assumed to express the

correct and desired relationship for FT' then the control law must be

interpreted in the more general representation:

u.T(t) = FT(t)* T(t) + GTE(t) (3-56)

where the symbol (*) means the convolution integral of the product

FT(t)  and x„(t). The previous control-law,  Eq.  (3-13) ,  is just a
-1

special case of the more general form of control-law given by Eq. (3-56).

Eq. (3-13) arises from assuming constant feedback elements in FT(s),

consequently FT(t) is FT6(t) (where 6(t) is the Dirac delta function)

and Eq. (3-56) reduces to Eq. (3-13).

Computation of D  Matrices
k

The necessity to discuss the computation of the Dk matrices of

Eq. (3-54) exists because each computation requires the inversion of

[sIn-A-BFk] for k = 1,2,•··,m. For orders of n > 4, the inversion of

a large matrix containing polynomials with the Laplace variable & is a

difficult and time-consuming operation.  Yet a sufficiently fast and

efficient computer code does not 4ppear to have been programmed to date

(Freeman and Abbott, 1969) to facilitate the inversion of a large matrix
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containing polynomial elements of an unspecified variable.  An attempt

is made to rectify this situation by examining the general form of the

Dk matrices.  The method of matrix partitioning described below.is then

used to compute the inverses.

Since the general form of the canonically decoupled system

matrices is known, the structure of the Dk matrices can be determined

by deriving Eq. (3-54) in terms of the Ak' Bk' Fk' and Ok canonical

system matrices.

*

Solve Eqs. (3-43) and (3-44) for (A+BF1) and B, using
*

Eq. (3-39) for Gk:

A + BF   = TklAkTk (3-57)

B = T-18 8* (3-58)k  k k

Substitute Eqs. (3-46) and (3-47) into Eqs. (3-54) to get:

-1

Dk = [sIn-A-BF1 -BEk-lf.kTkl-1BBk   k              '     (3-59)

Substitute Eqs. (3-57) and (3-58) into Eq. (3-59), then

Dk = (sIn -tuRTk - Tkl k kTk]-42iGk (3-60)

With a little matrix algebra, Eq. (3-60) can be written as:

Dk  =   T-l[s I    -A   -  B   F   ] -1 8 6 (3-61)k    n   k   k k    k k

The computation of the Dk terms now consists of finding the
-    -

inverse of  IsI  -A -B F] By using the general form or structure forn   k   k k'

the Ak' Bk' and Fk matrices given in Figs. 2-3, 2-4, and 2-5, the
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general  form of  IsI   - A  -B  F ] results  in  the R matrix,n   k   k k

R=   R       R                                               (3-62)
11 ' 12

1-

R21     R22

as illustrated in Fig. 3-1.

A formula for the inverse of the matrix R is given by Frame

(1964) without proof as:

1 -1          -1
R = I  -R  R       R           0               I       0      (3-63)11 12      11

1 -1          -1
0           I                  0       (R    -R    R    R ) -R  R      I

22 21 11 12 21 11

where I represents the identity matrix of appropriate order.  One

advantage for using this form for the inverse of a matrix is that the

inversion requires the calculation of inverses of smaller submatrices.

-1
Denoting    [sIn-  14   -B   F   ]-1   as   R      , and since   R        is   a   null

K   k k                       12

matrix, Eq. (3-63) becomes:

o  - - -1 -1

[s I     -A    -B   Fkl         =                R                          0                                                              (3-64)n   k  k             11

-1      1    -1-R R R  R
22 21 11 22

- .

Therefore,  if the inverse of  IsI  - A. r B. Fk] is computed using
n        k        k

Eq. (3-64) with the partitioned matrices as shown in Fig. 3-1, the

required calculation is simplif ied to taking the inverses  of  m+ 1

reduced matrices, namely [sI -A  - Bk #k  1-1, for i = 1,2,· · ·,m andii    ii  ii
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Rll  1 R12
-----

[sIn- Ak-Bkfk] =          1RR21 ,
22

nxn

where

R l l   =      [s I  -  Ak     -  Bk     Fk 1 0· · · · · · · ·0
11    11  11

0 '22 k22  k22[sI- Ak  -8    P   ] . . .0

A

0                                                  0   ·    ·    ·      [s I -A      -    B     F        ]mm   km kmm

R        -[Ak +4 fk  1 - [Ak + Sk 4  1 0 k    k k.-[A:+  Bc f.   1
21          1    1  11       2    2  22               m    m  mIn

R 2 2     =          [s I-   Ak             1
m+1

R   = 0, the nxP null matrix
12             m+1

Fig. 3-1. Canonical Decoupled Structure of [sIn- Ak-- Bkfkl
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A

[sI -A      1-1. A computer program to compute  the
Dk matrices  for

m+1
k = 1,2,•··,m in terms of the canonically decoupled system matrices

appears in the appendix of this study.

 5

Computational Procedures for Control-Law Realization

This section concerns the actual computation of the ET and GT

control-law matrices which are used to obtain the desired closed-loop

system response. As previously noted, the need to discuss the actual

computation exists because the closed-form solution of FT in terms of

the Fk and Gk matrices cannot be formulated for m < n.  Again, the
m

reason is that for m < n, the matrix  I Dk is not square, and therefore
k=1

m

the general inverse of the matrix cannot be defined.  Also, since  I Dk
k=l

is an nxm matrix, the number of columns in the matrix is less than
m

the number of rows.  Consequently, the right-inverse of  I Dk also does

k=l
not exist (Hohn, 1966).

Howe9er, it is possible to compute the FT matrix by applying

the Gaussian elimination process (Hohn, 1966) to·the set of E equations

expressed by Eq. (3-55) which transforms the set of equations to row

echelon form.  By equating the coefficients of like powers of f on both

sides of each of the m equations, a set of mn equations containing the

mn unknown elements of FT is obtained.  The set of mn equations results

th
because each Dk matrix for k = 1,2,···,m  must contain i to the n

power [see Eq. (3-54)].

The computation of the FT matrix using the Gaussian elimination

process is best illustrated by an example.  The example used previously

.
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in Chapter 2 to illustrate the decoupling techniques will be used for

tliis purpose.

For completeness and clarity, the step-by-step computational

procedure for the entire design process is first-given and is carried

out on the example below:

1.  Form the original vector-matrix representation of Eqs. (3-16)

and (3117) with k=l from the multivariable system differential

equations usivg any one set of vector definitions.

*
2.  Compute Bl using Eq. (3-24) and test for nonsingularity to

ensure that the vector-matrix representation can be decoupled.

3.  Generate the (m-1) partial system vector-matrix representations

of Eqs. (3-16) and (3-17) with k = 2,3,···,m from the original

vector-matrix representation using the transformation matrix Q

defined by Eq. (3-6).

4.  Specify the desired closed-loop system transfer matrix by

choosing the desired transfer functions between·each external

control input and each and every system output.  Use Eq. (3-10)

to identify each H (s,Fk'Gk) for k = 1,2,···,m.

5.  Integrator decouple the original and each partial vector-matrix

*
representation by computing  Fl '  Gl '  and Gk using  Eqs.   (3-32),

(3-41), and (3-40), respectively.

6.  Compute the transformation matrices TIC' k = 1,2,···,m, required

to transform each integrator decoupled system to the

canonically decoupled system.
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7.  Determine the canonically decoupled system matrices A ' Bk'

and Ck for k = 1,2,··•,m, using Eqs. (3-43), (3-44), and

(3-45), respectively.

8.  Identify the subsystems for each vector-matrix representation

using Eq. (2-46) and Fig. (2-3) and determine the number of

poles and zeros in each subsystem.

9.  Add required dynamic compensation in the form of lead-lag

compensators to the control-input channels where necessary in

order that the number of subsystem poles and zeros are

adequate to achieve the desired subsystem transfer functions

of Eq. (3-3) with state variable feedback.

10.  If no dynamic compensation is required, go to Step 13; other-

wise determine the augmented system matrices, A and B, using

Eqs. (2-63) and (2-64).

11.  Determine the augmented system output matrix for the original

and each partial system vector-matrix representation using

Eq. (3-65) below,

Ck = Ick    01                                    (3-65)

where Ck is given by Eq. (3-42) and 9 is the mxn  null matrixC

with n  defined as the number of states resulting from the               -C

added compensation [Eq. (2-60)].

--

12.  Repeat Steps 5 through 8 with augmented system matrices A, B,

and Ek for k = 1,2,·•·,m.
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13.  Apply state-variable feedback to the resultant subsystems for

the original and each partial vector-matrix representation and

compute the  k and &k matrices, k = 1,2,···,m, causing each

subsystem to possess the response specified in Step 4.

14.  Compute the Fk and Gk matrices from the Fk and Gk matrices

using Eqs. (3-46) and (3-47) for k = 1,2,···,m.

15.  Compute each Dk matrix for k = 1,2,···,m using Eq. (3-61).

16.  Form each FkDk matrix using the results of Steps 14 and 15
m

and compute the  I  FkDk matrix.
k=1

17.  Represent FT as a general matrix.  With elements f..,1J

i = 1,2,···,m and j = 1,2,···,n, form the product
m

FT  I Dk' and equate, the elements resulting from the relation-

k=1
ship of Eq. (3-55).

18.  Apply the Gaussian elimination process to the m2 algebraic

equations resulting from Step 17 to transform the equations to

row echelon form.

19.  Equate the coefficients of like powers of f and solve the

resulting set of mn equations for the unknown elements in FT.
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Example 3.1

The differential equations describing the multivariable system

for this example are those which result in the augmented system matrices

of Eq. (2-88), or

*1 (t)      x4 (t) Y1(t) xl (t) (3-66)

R2(t)   0.26 x1(t) - 0.031 x2(t) y2(t)   x 3(t)

*3(t)   xs(t)

R4(t)   -0.031 x4(t) + ul(t)

Rs(t)   -2 x5(t) + u2(t)

The computational steps indicated above are now performed on the

system differential equations of Eq. (3:66).

Step 1)  Form the original vector-matrix representation by defining the

'      system vectors as:

71 (t)  =   yi (t) U (t) =  U, (t) 51 (t)  =   x, (t) (3-67)*1                    *1                    *1-1

y. Ct) U2 (t) Xo (t)
41                     1                    41

X3 (t)
1

X'. (t)
Yl

X= (t)
#1

-         -

SO,
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A=   0       0       0       1       0       B=  0     0        (3-68)

0.26  -0.031     0       0       0            0     0

0 0 0 0 1   00

0       0       0    -0.031     0            1     0

0      0      0      0     -2           0    1

and

C l=  1    0    0    0 0 (3-69)

001 0    0

*
Step 2)  Using the system matrices of Eqs. (3-68) and (3-69), Bl and

1
*
B   are

1

1
*                          *

B l=  1    0           Bl       1 0 (3-70)

0 1 0     1

So the original vector-matrix representation can be decoupled.

Step 3) Since m=2, the transformation matrix of Eq. (3-6) is

Q= 0 1 (3-71)

1     0

and the only partial system vector-matrix representation is

1
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i2 (t)   =    Q72(t)         Y22 (t) (3-72)

Y12  (t)
-        -

Y2 (t)   =    ul (t) 252 (t)   =    x1   (t)
2                                      2

U2 (t) x2 (t)
2                                      2

-          -

X3 (t)
2

X42(t)

X52(t)
-          -

with A and B given by Eq. (3-68) and

(2=Qcl= 0 0100 (3-73)

10000
-                              -

Step 4)  Assume that the desired closed-loop system transfer matrix is

given as
-                                     -

24
Hd(s,FT'GT) =   s2+ 2st 2 s2+4s+4 (3-74)

08
s2 +4s  + 3 s2+4s + 8

-                              -

This transfer matrix was selected on the basis that the important

processes' in the computation of FT and GT can be illustrated without

undue complexity.  In the transfer matrix specified by Eq. (3-74),

note that a perturbation at input rl(t) will not be detected at the
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system output denoted  Y2 (t).    If this element  had been chosen non-zero,

only the complexity of the problem would have been increased but the

technique itself would be unaltered.

From Eq. (3-10),

2

Hl (s,Fl'Gl) =                   0                           (3-75)s2 + 2$ + 2
8

0
s2 + 4s + 8

-                                -

and

-                             -

R2(s,F2'G2) =                   0                           (3-76)
0

s2 +4s + 3
4

0
s2 + 4s + 4

-                                  -

*
Step 5)  The F   G   and G2 matrices are given in Fig. 3-2.1'  1'

Step 6)  The transformation matrices Tl and T2 are given in Fig. 3-3.

-

Steps 7 and 8)  The canonically decoupled system matrices, Al' Bl' and
- -

Cl and A2' 82' and 82 are given in Fig. 3-4 together with the respective

integers Pk' dk' lk'

Step 9)  Since subsystems 1 and 2 of the original vector-matrix

representation possess one zero and three poles, and no zeros and two

poles, respectively, and since subsystems 1 and 2 of the partial system

vector-matrix representation contain no zeros and two poles, and one zero

and three poles, respectively, no series dynamic compensation is required

to realize the desired transfer functions with state variable feedback.
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*
F=0 0 0 0.031   0

1

00002

*                                             *
G=1 0 G = 0    1

1                                                                       2

0 1 1    0

Fig. 3-2.  Original and Partial System Integrator Decoupling Matrices
for Example 3.1

-1T=1 0 0 0 0 T = 1  .0  0  0  0
1                                                                     1

000 1 0 00100

010 0 0 00010

00100 01000

000 0 1 00001

T = 0 0 1   0   0   = T-1
2                                       2

0 0 0 0    1

10000

00010

01000

Fig. 3-3. Integrator-to-Canonically-Decoupled System Transformation
Matrices for Example 3.1
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A=0 1 0 0 0 B = 0   0
1                                                                            1

0      0      0 00 1    0

0.26 0 -0.031   0 0 0    0

0      0      0 01 0    0

0      0      0 00 0  1·

C = 10000
1                                                                           pl      =  3,  d       =1,     g       =  1

1100010     1  11

P2     =  2,  d2     =  1,     £2     =  01
1 1

A = 0 1 0 0 0 B- 0    0
2                                                           2

000 0 0    10

000 1 0    00

000 0 0    01

0 0 0.26 0 -0.031 0   0

C= 100 0   0            p   =2 d -1 Z =0
2                                                  1              1              122200100

p   =3 d -1 Z = 1
2            2             2
2             2            2

Fig. 3-4. Canonically Decoupled System Matrices for
Example 3.1
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Step 13)  The F   G   F   G2 matrices are given in Fig. 3-5.1'  1'  2'

Step 14)  The feedback and gain matrices Fl' Gl' F2' and G2'

corresponding tb the Fl' Gl' F2' and G2 matrices from Step 13 appear in

Fig. 3-6.

Step 15)  The results of the Dk computations are given in Fig. 3-7.

Step 16)  The FkDk matrices are given in Fig. 3-8 along with the matrix
m

sum,  I FkDk'
k=1

Step 17) Since FT must be a (2 x 5) matrix, let FT be represented by:

F  =  f     f     f     f     f                            (3-77)T     11    12    13    14    15

f f f f f
21 22 23 24 25

-                                       -

2

Forming the product FT I Dk' and equating the elements in the two
2  k=1 2

matrices FT I Dk and I FkDk' the four algebraic equations of
k=l k=l

Fig. 3-9 are obtained.

Step 18)  The first two equations contain the unknowns in the first row

of the general FT matrix of Eq. (3-77).  The last two equations contain

the unknown elements for the second row of F . The Gaussian elimina-
T

tion process involves first clearing the four equations by the

coefficients of the first terms in each equation. With a little addi-

tional algebra, the row echelon form shown in Fig. 3-10 results.

Step 19)  Equating the coefficients of like powers of s in each of the

equations in Fig. 3-10 and solving for the f.. results in:
1J
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A

F  = -2 -2     0     0     0           G  =   2     0
1                                                                            1

0     0     0    -8    -4                   0     8

F 2=  -3   -4     0     0     0          G  =   0    02

0     0    -4    -4     0                   0     4

Fig. 3-5.  Canonical System Feedback and Gain Matrices for

Example 3.1

Fl =  -2     0     0  -1.969
0 G l=   2     0

0     0    -8     0    -2                  0     8

F2 =  -4     0     0  -3.969 0 G 2=   0     4

0     0    -3     0    -2                  0     0

Fig. 3-6.  Original System Feedback and Gain Matrices for

Example 3.1
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2D=               0
1 $2+2s+2

0.52
0

(s2+2s+2)(s+0.031)

80

s 2+49+8

2s
0

s2+2s+2

0 8s
s2+4s+8

4D=   0
2

s2+4s+4

0                      1.04

(s2+48+4)(s+0.031)

0                             0

4s
0

s2+4s+4

0                           0

Fig. 3-7.  Dk Matrices for Example 3.1
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- 4 - 2(1.969)sF D  =                        01 1 82+2s + 2

0
- 64 - 16s
s2  + 4s +  8

F D  =         0 - 16 - 4(3.969)s
2 2 s2 +4s + 4

00

2

=  -4- 2(1.969)s - 16 - 4(3.969)sI FkDk s2 + 2s + 2 s2 + 4s + 4
k=l

- 64 - 16s
0 s2 + 4s + 8

Fig · 3-8. FkDk Matrices for Example  3.1
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2f 0.52f 2sf11 12 14 -4-2(1.969)s
s2+2s+2       (s2+2s+2) Cs-1-0.031)

 
s2+2s+2 s2+2s+2

4f           1.04f              8f 4sf 8sf
11             12             13       14       15 - -16-4(3.969) s

s2+4$+4 (s2+4s+4)(s+0.031) s2+4$+8 s2+4s+4 s2+4s+8 s2+4s+4

2f 0.52f 2sf
21              22         

24

s2+2s+2 (82+28+2)(s+0.031) s2+2s+2
=0

4f           1.04f             8f 4sf 8sf

21   + (s2+4s+4)(s+0.031)   s2+4s+8 + 82+4s+4 + $2+4s+8 =
22             23                          -64-16s

82+48+4 92+4s+8

Fig. 3-9.  Algebraic Equations for Solution of FT Matrix of
Example 3.1

f 1 4 S2 + (f 1 1  0 . 0 31 f 14)s + (0.031 f 11 +0.26 f 12) = -1.969s2 - 2.06ls - 0.062

s2 +4s + 8
fl Ss +f 1 3   = -(s+1) 82 +  48 +  4

f24s2 + (f21 0.031 f24)s + 20.031 f21   0.26 f22) = 0

f25s + f23 - -2$ - 8

Fig. 3-10.  Equations in Row Echelon Form for Solution of FT Matrix
of Example 3.1
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s2+4s+8 R2+4S+8
FT =

-2 0  -
s2+4s+4

-1.969  -
-

(3-78)s2+4s+4

0        0       -8        0       -2

Also, from Eq. (3-51), the GT matrix is:

-             -

G  =  2     4                                             (3-79)T

08

The application of the feedback and gain matrices, F  and GT above, to·T

the original multivariable system will result in a closed-loop system

corresponding to the desired transfer matrix of Eq. (3-74).

(End Eocample 3-1)

A simple solution for FT results when the Fk matrices are equal

for k = 1,2,·•·,m.  Then Eq. (3-55) can be written as

m m

FT     I     Dk  =  F.   I Dk (3-80)

k=1 k=l

or,

F =F (3-81)T

where

F = Fl = F2 -  "' = Fm (3-82)

A situation where the Fk matrices are equal for k = 1,2,···,m is

encountered when the rows of the desired transfer matrix Hd(s,FT'GT) are-
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identical except for the gain constants.  Because of the significant

computational simplification and because this type of cross-coupling

can have many practical ramifications, the following theorem is

presented.

Theorem 3.3

If all the elements within a given row of the desired transfer

matrix Hd(s,FT'GT) are identical except for their gain constants, the

resultant set of Fk matrices are necessarily equal for k = 1,2,··•,m.

The dynamic portion of the elements need not be identical from row to

row.

Proof:

From Eq. (3-46), it is apparent that if the E Fk matrices are

equal, then

-1          -1*            *
B   P T  =B FT (3-83)k  k k   1   1 1

for k = 1,2,···,m.  The development of the proof consists of construct-

ing a desired transfer function as hypothesized, determining the

relationship between the Fk and Fl' Tk and Tl matrices, and using

Eq. (3-31) to form the product of Eq. (3-83).

Assume that the transfer functions h.. of the general
1J

Hd (s,FT'GT) transfer matrix given by Eq. (3-2) are represented as

h.. = g-w..(s) (3-84)
1]     1] 1J

where g.. represents the transfer function gain constant, and w..(s) is
1J                                                                    1J

th
a polynomial in s containing the desired poles and zeros of the (ij)
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transfer function.  The hypothesis of the theorem states that the w..(s)
1J

for j = 1,2,···,m are equal although they need not be the same for each

i, i = 1,2,···,m. Therefore, using Eq. (3-84), Hd(s,FT'GT) becomes

Hd (s,F T'G T)     =         g l l w l l (s) g  W  (S)    .....   g  W (S) (3-85)12 11 lm 11

g W (S) g  W  (S)    .....   g  W  (S)21 22 22 22 2m 22

Bmlwmin (s)  m2wmm(s)   .....'  gmmwmm(S)

with w..(s) = w..(s). Consequently, the Hk CS, Fk' Gk) transfer matrices
ll       11

of Eq. (3-10) are:
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Hi  (S 'Fl  'G l  1     =         g-11 '111  (S) 0 ········   0                    (3-86)

0      g  W  (S) ........   0
22 22

0         0 ·······
 nunwmm (s)

H 2(s,F 2'G 2)    =      g      w       C s) 0 ········   0         021 22

g  W  (S) ••......   0         00       32 33
.

0         0      .... g     W  (S)    0m,m-1 mm

0         0      ........   0      g  W  (S)lm 11

Hm(s,Fm'Gill) = gmlwmm(s)   0   .........   0
0  gl2wll Cs) ...... 0

-0         0    ... g     W       (S)
m-l,m m-1,m-1

Now, Ek   is the feedback submatrix of Fk which positions the
ii

open-loop canonically decoupled subsystem poles in order to achieve the

thdesired closed-loop transfer function of the i diagonal element in

Hk(s,Fk'Gk).  Let Fl be represented, using Fig. 2-5, as
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-

F=F 0    ······     0        0                  (3-87)1111

0      F     ······     0        0
1 22

0       0    ••·•••    F         0
1mm

-                                                    -

-

· where F is a (Pl x Pl.) submatrix, and each Fl   produces w..(s) for1.. 11
11 11 ii

i = 1,2,•··,m.  Then from Eq. (3-86), the structure of each Fk matrix

can be determined in terms of the Fl   submatrices as shown in Fig. 3-11.
11

Next, consider the structure of the transformation matrix Tl'

where using Eq. (2-51),

-        -

T=T (3-88)1     11

T
1
2

T
1

T
1
m+1

The first (dl.+1) rows of each of the (Pl.x n) submatrices T   in Eq.
1.

1                       -dll               *  1
(3--88) are the rows Cl ' Cl A,···, Cl A  1 where A - A+BF1. The remain-

ii i
ing  (Pl  - di  - 1) rows are any linearly independent row vectors which

i    i

make the set of rows of Tl  a basis for Tl .ii
Also, considering Tk' the first (dk.+ 1) rows of each of the

1

(Pkixn) submatrices Tk , k = 2,3,···,m, are the rows
-dk.  i

C    C  A-·,·,Ck.A  1, where A again equals A +BF1.  From Eq. (3-28),k.'  k. '
1             1                         1
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F=F   0   . . 000
2     122

0 F 000
133

-

0     0    ····  F    0 0
1
mIn

0     0    ....020
111

P =.F 0· · · · 0 000
3     133

0 F 0 0 O   0
144

0  0 .... 4 0, 0  0
1

mm
0 0· · · · O F 0   0

111

0      0 ···· O O F  0
122

-

F=F    0 · ··  0    0
m              lmm

J O F   •·•·   0       0
1

11

0     0  0 0 0 0 1        0
m-l,m-1

-

Fig. 3-11.  Fk Matrices for Theorem 3.3
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Ck. is equivalent to Cl where j = i +k-1 for i S m- k+1 or
1                         i

j = i +k-m 01 for i 2 m -k- 1.  Also, if the same set of (Plj-dlj-1).
independent row vectors used to make the set of rows of Tl  a basis for

J

Tl  are used to make the set of rows of Tk. a basis for
T where

J                                              1                ki'
again   j    =   i+k-lwhen   i   s   m-k+l o r   j    =   i+k-m-l   for   i   2   m-k t l,

the resultant Tk transformation matrices, k = 2,3,··•,m are:

T T T  T
Tk = [Tl 'Tl   ,"''Tl 'Tl '  .'TT   ,TT ]T (3-89)

k k+1 m 1 k-1 m+1

where  each  Tl     is  a  (Pl   x n) submatrix  of Tl. Therefore, the results
i           1

for the products Fk k' k = 1,2,···,m, using Eqs. (3-87) and (3-89) and

Fig. 3=11 are computed and given in Fig. 3-12.  Using Eq. (3-31), where

-1
Q   is

-1
Q   =  0    0    0  ····· 0 1 (3-90)

1    0    0  ····· 0    0

0    1    0  ····· 0    0

0    0    0  ····· 1    0
-

-1*
the results for the products Bk  FkTk for k = 2,3,···,m are:

*-1 - *-1 . T T
B        FkTk  =   Bl      I (91      Tl    )T, (#1      Tl    )T,...,(#1      Tl    ) 1 (3-91)

11 1 22 2 mm m
-1

*
However, since the right-hand portion of Eq.  0-91)  is Bl   FlTl '  the

resulting relationship of Eq. (3-83) is obtained.  Consequently, the

result that Fk = Fl for all k = 1,2,···,m is obtained, and the theorem

is proven. (End Theorem 3.3)
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 1Tl= [(Fl Tl )T, (Fl Tl )T'...,(91 Tl )T,0]T11 1 22 2 mIn   m

 2T2= [(Fl  Tl )T, (Fl  Tl )T'...,(Fl  Tl )T, (91  Tl )T,O]T
22 2 33 3 mm m 11  1

T   T
FkTk =[(Fl  T,)T'...,(Fl  Tl)T, ( 1  Tl) ,···,(Fl       T    ),0]kk Ak mm m 11 1 k-1,k-1 lk-1

 mTm -  ( 1  Tl )T, ( 1  Tl )T'...,(91
T   T

Tl   ) '0]mm m 11 1 m-l,m-1 m-1

where

 1..Tl· is a (lxn) submatrix
11  1

0

Fig. 3-12.  FkTk Matrices for k = 1,2,···,m of Theorem 3.3
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Example 3.2

To illustrate an example where the Fk matrices are equal for

k = 1,2,·••,m, consider again the multivariable system of Example 3.1.

This time, however, assume that the desired transfer matrix to be

realized by FT and GT is

24
Hd (s,FT'GT)

- (3-92)s2 +2s + 2 s2 +2s + 2

38
s2+4s +8 s2 + 4s + 8
-                              -

where zero steady-state error is not considered a necessary design

requirement for the off-diagonal transfer functions.  Repeating the

variational decoupling technique, the resultant Fk and Gk matrices are:

-

Fl =  -2     0     0  -1.969   0
=F (3-93)

2

0     0   -8    0    -2
-                                           -

and

-             -                          -             -

Gl =   2     0              G  =   0     4                (3-94)2
'

0      8                         3      0
-                                             -

The FT and GT matrices are consequently simply:
-                                   -

F  =  -2     0     0   -1.969 0 (3-95)
T

0     0    -8     0    -2

-

and



104                                                                       -

GT =   2     4                                              (3-96)

3      8

These results illustrate that when the desired transfer matrix possesses

identical row dynamics, no dynamic elements are required in the feedback

matrix FT.  This result is general and a consequence of Theorem 3.3.

(End Example 3.2)

A closed-form solution for FT will exist under the restriction
m

that m=n for the multivariable system.  Then the matrix  I  Dk is
k=1

square, and its inverse can be determined provided that the
m

I Ok matrix is nonsingular.  Then
k=l

-          - -1
m           m                                        (3-97)

FT= TFD r DL kk L k
k=1 k=1

The computation of FT using Eq. (3-97) must be considered a very special

case since the number of inputs or outputs does not usually equal the

number of system state variables for a physically real multivariable

system.  Also, the type of transfer matrices obtainable are not usually

desirable since only one pole can exist at most in each subsystem.  How-

ever, if each pole is positioned as desired, additional open-loop

dynamic compensators can be placed in the input channels to condition

the system response further (Tyler and Tuteur, 1966).
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Summary

The general design equations necessary to obtain a closed-loop

multivariable control-system possessing input-output cross-coupling are

formulated.  The formulation is based on the decoupling techniques pre-

sented in Chapter 2.  Theorems are presented to establish the validity

of the design technique.  The results obtained in this chapter represent

new contributions to the area of state-variable feedback design of

multivariable control-systems and are the main contributions of this

study.

The variational decoupling technique provides a logical

mathematical procedure for decoupling a given multivariable system into

all possible relationships between the system outputs and the control

inputs.  A specific elementary row transformation matrix is introduced

to generate a restricted set of (m-1) partial vector-matrix representa-

tions from a reference vector-matrix system representation.  The set is

restricted in the sense that if the m decoupling matrices, Fk and Gk'

k = 1,2,···,m, are computed, every element in the input vector will be

decoupled with a different element in the output vector without repeti-

tion over the entire range of k.  A step-by-step procedure is indicated

for calculating the set of Fk and Gk matrices.

Equations are derived for the control-law matrices, FT and GT'

which result in a closed-loop transfer matrix containing the desired

transfer functions between all system outputs and external control

inputs.  The equations relate FT and GT to the known f pairs of Fk and

Gk matrices resulting from the variational decoupling technique.  The
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formulation indicates that in general, a closed form solution of FT

does not exist.  Consequently, a computational method for computing a

satisfactory FT matrix is discussed.  The method consists of applying

the Gaussian elimination process to the algebraic equations resulting

from the formulation for the FT matrix.  After the equations are in row

echelon form, the coefficients of like powers of f are equated and those

equations are then solved for the elements of FT.  The design method is

illustrated using the set of differential equations for the example of

Chapter 2.

The equation for FT in terms of the Fk and Gk matrices requires

the computation of m state transfer matrices Dk' where

Dk  =   [sIn -A-BFkl -1BGk. A brief discussion is presented  on the compu-

tation of the Dk matrices since the computation requires taking an

inverse of a large matrix containing elements that are a function of the

Laplace variable s.  The computation is shown to be reduced in complexity

if the set of Dk matrices are computed in terms of the canonical system
A -

matrices A ' Bk' and Ck and the transformation matrix Tk
Finally, two special cases are presented which result in a

closed form solution for FT.  The most important of these is the situa-

tion where the elements within each row of the desired transfer matrix

have identical row dynamics.  Every row can have different dynamics, but

if each element in any row of the desired transfer matrix differs only

in the gain constant, FT will be equal to Fk' for all m values of k.

1



CHAPTER 4

THERMIONIC REACTOR CONTROL SYSTEM

The purpose of this chapter is to apply the design.technique

for an interacting multivariable control system presented in the

previous chapter on a practical example.  The example consists of a

somewhat reduced version of the thermionic reactor model utilized in

the start-up analysis performed by Guppy (1970) and in the single-input,

single-output control system study by Weaver, Gronroos, Guppy, and

Davis (1969).

In particular, the mathematical model consists of an in-core,

single-diode thermionic reactor representation with the reactor kinetics

described by a point reactor mo'del using the "prompt-jump" approxima-

tion (Hetrick, 1971).  The control inputs are reactivity, diode load

resistance, and coolant temperature.  The system outputs, assumed to be

measurable either directly or indirectly, are neutron power density,

diode emitter temperature, and diode collector temperature.

The design of the control system depends upon the control

philosophy used to adjust for load changes, coolant loss, diode failure,

power excursions, etc.  In this study, the physical constraints used

to form the desired transfer matrix consisted of 1) a constant diode

voltage, 2) a thermal shock limitation of less than 60'C/minute in the

diode collector and emitter temperature, and 3) a separation of the

thermal power and diode electrical power dependency for sudden

107
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load changes.  The set of independent input perturbations consisted of

1) a 2¢/second ramp of reactivity for a duration of 20 seconds,  2) a

20% step reduction in the diode load resistance, and  3) a 10(/second

ramp change in the coolant temperature for a duration of 20 seconds.

The desired transfer matrix was chosen such that the resultant feedback

and gain matrices consisted of constant elements.

The approach to the control system design was to linearize the

equations describing the thermionic reactor system and to then compute

the state feedback and input gain matrices resulting in a control-law

which satisfied the desired constraints. The results are presented

graphically and consist of linear time responses for the given input

perturbations.

Diode Representation

A simple schematic taken from Guppy (1970) which illustrates the

various temperatures and regions of the model is shown in Fig. 4-1.  The

model used in this control study is reduced from that used in the start-

up analysis in the following ways: 1) the coolant and radiator state

equations are excluded, and  2) the insulator and cladding regions are

collapsed and treated as part of the diode collector region.  The basis

for the first reduction is that the coolant loop is generally.sluggish

and consequently does not present a difficult control problem.  The

inclusion of the coolant loop equations in the model would represent

primarily an added mathematical complexity which is not warranted for

this initial study.  The second simplification is used because of the

inherent coupling between the collector surface temperature and the
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TF TE ¥c TI T TcoC1

FUEL

EMITTER

1 111 DIODE SPACING
1 111 COLLECTOR1   1 1111   1 11,

1 1 111 INSULATOR
1   1 111 CLADDING
1 1 Ill
1   ! 111 PRIMARY COOLANT

-R F  ----

RE --
R GAP

-I-

RC

R1

-             R c,            =-

t-

Fig. 4.1.  Representation of Regions for Single.
Diode Approximation
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bulk coolant temperature.  Therefore, any change in coolant temperature

will induce a similar change in the collector temperature and vice versa

with no external control present. It is noted here that the simplifica-

tion is not needed since the decoupling techniques are still applicable

without it.  The decoupling techniques indicate however that the

collector, insulator, and cladding states are inseparable and that they

always occur in the same subsystem. It is felt that the resultant

reduction in the order of the model would simplify the required computa-

tions in the control study and consequently the assumption is made.

The remaining state-equations used to describe the fuel-diode

region are taken from the above-cited reference by Guppy, and they

represent the starting point of this control study. If the reader is

interested in the details of the system model development, he is

referred to the reference by Guppy  (1970)  or by Brehm,- et al.  (1970) .

The values of the material parameters are assumed to be temperature

independent and represent values typically associated with a uranium-

carbide fuel region, a tungsten emitter, a niobium collector, and a

cesium reservoir gas at nominal operating conditions.  The state-

equations used in this study are:

C = n- 0.1 c (4-1)

TF = 0.377 n - 0.303 (TF -TE) (4-2)

TE  =   1.7 2 2   (TF-TE)   -   3.0 5 q  (4-3)

TC = 3.714 (q -IV) - 4.773 (Tc-T ) (4-4)
CO
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where

C = 3:  (4-5)

and

C' = average neutron precursor density in fuel region,

watts/cm3

n = average neutron power density, watts/cm3

T  = average reactor fuel region temperature, OK

TE = average diode emitter region temperature, 'K

Tc = average diode collector region temperature, 'K

T   = axial averaged bulk coolant temperature, °K
CO

q  = diode emitter heat flux, watts/cm2

IV = diode electrical power, watts/cm2

7
2 = neutron generation time, - 10- sees

B = delayed neutron fraction, 0.0064

The equilibrium values  for the state-equation variables,  CO,  n ,
tl

T  .T    T    T   -a  . and I V , are defined by setting all theF ' E'  c'  co ' -'E '
0 0 0 0 0

derivative quantities in Eqs. (4-1) to (4-4) equal to zero.

Since the neutron generation time is very small for this

system, a relationship for the neutron power in terms of the precursor

concentration and system reactivity is obtained by applying the

"prompt-jump" approximation to the point reactor equations (Hetrick,

1971) used by Guppy, where:

XC
n= (4-6)

1-P(t)

with
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p(t) = reactivity of the reactor system in fractions of B from

equilibrium , ($)

-1A = effective delayed neutron precursor decay constant, 0.1 sec

Also, the system reactivity, p, is expressed as                            '

0= aF(TF- TFO) + aE(TE-TE ) + ac(Tc- Tc
) +P con (4-7)

0                     0

where

aF = prompt temperature-reactivity feedback coefficient,

+ 4.x10-5$/°K

aE = emitter region temperature-reactivity feedback coefficient,

8.x 10-5$/°K

a  = collector region temperature-reactivity feedbackC

coefficient, -1.6x10-4$/°K

p    = external reactivity contribution, $con

In order for the system to be at equilibrium, p must be zero; hence at

equilibrium, p is zero.  The set of nonlibear equations given above
con

represents the in-core thermionic reactor system used in this control

study.

The computation of the quantities q  and IV is accomplished

with a digital computer code called SIMCON, written by Wilkins (1968).

The code has been extensively tested against experimental results and

has proven successful in simulating performance characteristics for the

types of diodes considered in this study over a wide range of operating

conditions.  Basically, the computer code computes the values of q 

and IV for different values of the diode current, I, given the five
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input parameters, TE' Tc' TR' d, and R. .  The new symbols, TR' d, and

RL, are the cesium reservoir temperature, the diode gap distance, and

diode load resistance, respectively.

In order to apply the design techniques for an interacting

multivariable control system, the system equations must be linearized

and placed in a form compatible with Eqs. (2-1) and (2-2).  The method-

ology of this linearization consists of taking the system to be initially

at equilibrium and then assuming that a small input perturbation is

applied to the system such that the time response trajectory of the

system states remains in the neighborhood of the initial equilibrium

point. The neighborhood of the equilibrium point is defined as the

region in state-space around the equilibrium point in which the effect

of the nonlinearities is small.  Consequently, the nonlinear system

representation will agree approximately with a linearized version of

the same system for small perturbations.

Before proceeding with a mathematical development of the

linearization of the system, it is imperative to define numerically the

position of the equilibrium point in the state-space.  The equilibrium

point is obtained by choosing the equilibrium temperatures, TE
1
C

O      0

and TRO, to be TEO = 2000'K, Tco = 1000'K, and TRO = 630'K.  Also, the,.

gap distance d is fixed at 10 mils, and the diode load resistance R 
0

is specified at 0.035 ohm-cm2. With these equilibrium values, the

SIMCON program was used to compute the equilibrium values, I , VO, and

q  .  The values for CO, nl, TF ' and T are obtained by solving
0                           0      COO

Eqs. (4-1), (4-2), (4-4), and (4-6), with the derivative terms set to

zero. The results are tabulated below in Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1. Initial Equilibrium Conditions for System

n        CO        TFO        TEO
T
C
0

(watts
/cu13)   (w15-sec 

(OK) (OK) (OK)

83.54 835.4 2104 2000 1000

Tcoo       TRO       IO        ·Vo         q 0

(OK) (oK) (amps/cmb (Volts) (watts/cm2)

891.5 630 19.3 0.6775 67.667

The value of the cesium reservoir temperature TR  represents a higher-
0

than optimum value and ensures that the diode would remain in the

ignited mode for a t5'K variation in TR.

The following definitions are used to describe the deviation

of the system states from the equilibrium point due to a small input

perturbation.  They are:

On(t)  = n-n   (4-8)

xl (t)  =  C-C O
.,

x2(t) = TF- TFO

x 3(t)    =   TE-  T E O

x4(t) =T-TC C
0

U2 (t)  =  RL - RL
0

U3(t)  =  T    - TCO CO
0
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6q" * q" - "E    E    E
0

6(IV) = IV - IOVO

Sp,=  p (t)

The linearization of Eq. (4-6) is accomplished using the

definitionh of 6n(t), 6p, an4 x1(t) from Eq. (4-8).  Substituting for

n, C, and  (t) in Eq. (4-6) yields:

n  + 6nft) - nl6p - 6p6n(t) = O.1 CO + O.1 x1(t) (4-9)

But from Eq. (4-1),'at equilibrium nl equals 0.1 CO, and neglecting

the product 6p 6n(t),  Eq. (4-9) becomes:

6n(t) = 01.1 xl(t) + n 6p (4-10)

Substituting Eq. (4-10) into Eqs. (4-1) and (4-2), then using again

the definitiods of Eq. (4-8), results in:

Al(t) = nOOp (4-11)

#2(t) = 0.0377 x1(t)+0.377 nO6p-0.303 (x2(t)- x3(t))  (4-12)

However, from Eq. (4-7), using again Eq. (4-8):

6p = aFx2(t)+ aEx3(t)+acx4(t)+ul(t) (4-13)

where ul(t) is defined as the external reactivity contribution, pcon

Su6stituting Eq. (4-13) into Eqs. (4-11) and (4-12), with tbe numeri-

cal values for n0, aF' aE' ac' results in the linearized form of

Eqs.   (4-1)   and   (1-2) 1

xlft) = 0.003342 x2(t)-0.006683 x3(t)-0.01337 x4(t)
(4-14)

+ 83.54 ul(t)
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X2(t) = 0.0377 x1(t)-0.3017 x2(t) + 0.3005 x3(t)
(4-15)

- 0.00504 x4(t)+31.49 ul (t)

The linearized expressions for 6q  and 6(IV) are obtained by

using a first-order Taylor expansion, neglecting cross-product terms,

and then computing the coefficients with the SIMCON computer code

(Wilkins, 1968). In the SIMCON code, the diode heat flux or the

electron cooling term, 6q , and the diode electrical power 6(IV), are

dependent on the diode emitter, diode collector, and cesium reservoir

temperatures and on the diode load resistance. Since the cesium

reservoir temperature is assumed to remain constant during all system

transients, the resultant expansions are:

" Aqa   Aqu  . Aqu
6 q    -- x (t)+ - x (t)+ - u (t) (4-16)EAT 3 ATc 4 AR   2

E L

and

8(IV) &(IV) 8(IV)

6(IV) =  ATE   x3(t)+ Afc   x4(t)+ 81  u2(t) (4-17)

Results from the SIMCON code used to compute the coefficients are

given in Table 4-2.  The ATE' ATc' and AR  variations used to compute

the coefficients are 50'K, 100'K, and 0.01 ohms/cm2, respectively.

Substituting the numerical values for the coefficients in Eqs. (4-16)

and (4-17) results in:

6q  = 0.1766 x3(t)+0.02443 x4(t)-1263 u2(t) (4-18)

6(IV) = 0.052,6 x3(t)+0.01169 x4(t)- 170 u2(t) (4-19)
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Table 4-2.  SIMCON Results for Taylor Expansion Coefficients

TE' 'K   Tc'.'K    RL' R/cm2  q , watts/cm2  IV, watts

2000 1000 0.035 67.667 13.023

2025 1000 0.035 72.040 14.360

1975 1000 0.035 63.210 11.730

2000 1050 0.035 68.651 13.510

2000 950 0.035 66.208 12.341

2000 1000 0.040 62.724 12.280
\-

2000 1000 0.030 73.883 13.907

The linearized form of Eqs. (4-3) and (4-4) are obtained by using the

"
definitions of Eq. (4-8) and the expressions for 6 qE  and 6(IV) where

A3(t) = 1.722 x2(t) - 2.261 x3(t) - 0.0745 x4(t) + 3852 u2(.t) (4-20)

R4(t) = 0.4605 x3(t) - 4.726 x4(t) - 4059 u2(t) '+ 4.773 u3(t) (4-21)

The state variable system output relationships in terms of the defined

quantities in Eq. (4-8) are:

Yl (t)  = xl (t) (4-22)

y2(t) = x3(t)

y3(t) = x4(t)

Consequently, the state-equations of Eqs. (4-14), (4-15),

(4-20), and (4-21) and the system output relationships of Eq. (4-22)

constitute the linear representation of the reduced thermionic reactor
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system.  Before proceeding with the actual control system computations,

possible control-system objectives are examined to aid in the formula-

tion of the desired closed-loop system transfer matrix.

Control System Obiectives

In this section some typical plausible obj ectives  of ·the desired

control system are discussed in order to provide a basis for choosing

the desired closed-loop transfer matrix used in this study. It should

be emphasized that the primary purpose of this chapter is to illustrate

the applicability of the interacting design technique of Chapter 3 on a

meaningful example and not to present an actual control-system design

for an in-core tnermionic reactor aystem.  The development presented

below is based on the premise that the system model is sufficiently

accurate to warrant following general procedures which would be used to

formulate the control system design objectives and the desired transfer

matrix in an actual control-system design.

The control objectives are specified in part by considering a

potential application of the thermionic reactor system, the range and

magnitudes of possible control input signals, and the inherent physical

and thermal constraints of the system materials.  Cost constraints and

sensitivity analysis of parameter variations are not used in deciding

the control philosophy of this study.

Assume that the thermionic reactor power plant is to be used to

provide electrical power for space ion-engine applications.  A constant

voltage electrical power source may be desirable to regulate the thrust

of the ion-engine system and to provide a constant power source for

0)
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experimental equipment, instrumentation, etc.  The greater share of the

reactor electrical power is to be used in the propulsion system, with

possibly a large portion of the mission time being spent in a coast

mode.  But the thermionic diode current-voltage characteristics indicate

that the diode voltage and efficiency for a given set of operating

temperatures vary considerably for resistive load changes.  Therefore,

an important control obj ective would  be to minimize  the  ef f ect  of  load

changes due to the start-up and shut-down of ion engines.

Other control objectives arise by considering the physical and

thermal constraints inherent in the fuel-diode regions indicated in

Fig. 4-1. Suppose that the fuel region  is composed of sintered uranium

carbide with a melting point of 2650'K.  A control objective might be

to limit the centerline temperature to approximately 2450'K to ensure

that no fuel melting will occur.  Although the fuel temperature is not

a controlled variable in this study, this constraint can be satisfied

if the control system forces the state of neutron power density to be

less than some maximum'value above which fuel melting might occur.

The control system might also be used to keep the emitter

temperature to within some specified deviation from the equilibrium

temperature in order to prevent thermal cycling of the diode and fuel

to preserve the validity of the theory upon which the control system

design is based.

A control system which could ·limit system thermal shocks to some

prespecified tolerable level, particularly in the emitter, collector,

and liquid metal coolant loop components, would be highly desirable.
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The list of control objectives would be much longer in an actual

control system design, but a sufficient number have been specified for

this study to proceed with the specification of the desired transfer

matrix.

The selection of the desired transfer matrix is formulated on

the hypothesis that the closed-loop control system is subjected to

three types of external input signals.  The input signals represent

1) a 2¢/second ramp of reactivity for a duration of 20 seconds,  2) a

20% step reduction in the diode load resistance,  and   3)  a l'C/ second

ramp-increase in the coolant temperature for a duration of 20 seconds.

The system is initially assumed to be at the equilibrium point in state-

space given in Table 4-1, and each input signal is applied separately.

The step reduction in load resistance is a perturbation input and is

used to determine how well the control system can adjust for load

changes possibly resulting from .changing thrust requirements of the ion-

engines.  Also, the rise in coolant temperature can be considered a

perturbation input arising from a sudden reduction of coolant pumping
..)

power.  The reactivity input signal represents a controlling signal to

the reactor control device to initiate or control thermal power changes.

'Desired Transfer Matrix Formulation

The desired transfer matrix is obtained by choosing the

transfer functions relating each system output to all the control in-

puts.  For the system model developed above, this means picking nine

transfer functions, since the system has three open-loop control inputs

and three outputs. Zero steady-state error is not considered important
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in this control-system design, and therefore the transfer matrix is

formulated to have identical row dynamics in order that the feedback

matrix, FT' will contain no time-dependent elements (see Example 3.2).

Also, in order to use design specifications such as steady-state output

values, natural frequency, damping ratio, etc., all the transfer

functions are specified to be second-order responses.

The steady-state values of the system outputs yl(t), Y2(t), and

Y3 (t) are denoted yl (-), 72 (-), and Y3 ( ) , respectively. The yi (°°)
SS SS SS SS

values for i = 1,2,3 are fixed so that they are less than the deviations

used to compute the coefficients of the first-order Taylor expansion

approximation for q  and IV (Table 4-1).  Also, by restricting the

emitter and collector temperature variations to the neighborhood of the

equilibrium point for the set of input signals, it is hypothesized that

the diode voltage will not change by more than 4 or 5%, and consequently

the constraint of constant diode voltage will be approximately

satis f ied. The validity,of  this  will be demonstrated  with  the  time

response curves.

The values  for the damping ratio,   6, are chosen  so'  that  the

thermal shock constraints are satisfied by using damping ratios that

are greater than unity  (.6 > 1), and consequently  the time responses  of

the controlled variables are over-damped.

The last parameter necessary to compute the desired transfer

matrix is the undamped natural frequency, wn' which represents the

frequency of oscillation when the damping ratio is zero.  The values of
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wn are chosen so that the system gains used to obtain the steady-state

output values are not excessively large.

The numerical values  for, 6,  wn'  and yi  (P)  for each system out-
SS

put and control input combination are compiled in Table 4-3 below:

Table 4-3.  Design Parameters for Desired Transfer Matrix

YL  (t ) Y2 (t) Y3(t)

0.8 0.5 1.0            wn

rl(t) L.J 2.6 2.8            6

10.0 10.0 -20.0 yi (°°)SS

0.8 0.5 1.0            wn

r2(t) 2.5 2.6 2.8            6

0 10.0 10.0 yi (°°)SS

0.8 0.5 1.0            wn

r3(t) 2.5 2.6 2.8            6

10.0       0 10.0 Yi (°°)
SS

In order to separate the direct open-loop coupling between the

reactor and the thermionic diode complex, the power density variation

reflected through the precursor concentration density Yl(t) is chosen

to be zero for the electric load perturbation r2(t).  Also, a zero

response is chosen  at the system output  Y2 (t) corresponding  to  the

emitter temperature state when the positive coolant temperature ramp

r3(t) is applied to the system.
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th
The transfer function between the i   system output Yi(t) and

th
the j external input r. for i = 1,2,3 and j = 1,2,3 is computed using

J

Eq.  4-23) below:

yi(s)/rj (.s)  =   s2 + 26..w s + w2
 ij                                  (4-23)

1J n.. n..
ll      l]

where the subscripts i and j on 6 and w  denote the value in Table 4-3n
.th                         th

corresponding to the 1 system output and the j control input.  Also,

expressing the final value for the external control input r.(t) as
J

r. Coo), j = 1,2,3, the gain constants g,. are computed using Eq. (4-24)
Jf                               13

below:

        =  w2    y. (-)/r.(oo) (4-24)
1J    nij ls S    Jf

The values of r.:5) · for j = 1,2,3 are $.40, -0.007 0-cm2, and 20'K,
respectively.

For the values of r.(=) and the values in Table 4-3, the desired
Jf

transfer matrix becomes:

-                                                                                     -

160 3.2
¥d(.s) =  s2+4s + 0.64 s 2+4 s+0.6 4     -

0 r(s) (4-25)

6.25 -357.143             0
s 2+2.G s +0.2 5 s2 +2.6s+0.25

-50 -1428.57 0.5
6 2+5.6 s +1 s 2+5.6 s+1 s245.6s+1
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The control-system design now consists 'of computing the FT and

GT matrices for the set of equations given by Eqs.·(4-14), (4-15),

(4-20), and (4-21) such that the closed-loop transfer matrix is identi-

cal to the transfer matrix of Eq. (4-25).

Calculation of Control-Law Matrices

This subsection presents the computational results for the

feedback and gain matrices FT and GT' required to realize the closed-

loop transfer matrix of Eq. (4-25).  The computation is not developed in

detail because previous examples in Chapter 3 have been presented to

indicate the procedure.  Consequently, the resultant FT and GT matrices

are given without including the intermediate steps in the calculation.

The validity of the FT and GT matrices is established by computing the
5

linear time responses for the set of input control signals and observing

that the responses agree with the transfer functions indicated in

Eq. (4-25).

However, two general comments concerning the calculation of FT

and GT are in order.  First, three states of added dynamic compensation,

each representing the addition of one subsystem pole, must be inserted
/

into the control input channels of the integrator decoupled system.  The

dynamic compensation is necessary in order to achieve the second-order              '

transfer functions  of  Eq.   (4-29. Also, since  the row dynamics are identi-

cal in the desired transfer matrix, Theorem 3.3 proves that the resultant

Fk matrices are equal for k=1,2,3. The Fkmatrices are the feedback

matrices which result in the diagonal transfer matrices li (s,Flc'Gk) of
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Eq. (3-10), where the H Cs,Fk'Gk) matrices, k = 1,2,3, are obtained

from the desired transfer matrix of Eq. (4-25).  Consequently, the Dk

matrices for k = 1,2,3, given by Eq. (3-54) are not computed.  Instead,

FT is obtained from the Fk matrices as indicated in Eq. (3-81).

The resultant F  and G, matrices are:T      f

F  =  -0.64   0      0      0     -3      0      0                 (4-26)
T

0     0    -0.25    0      0    -1.6     0

0     0      0     -1      0      0    -4.6
-                                                          -

and

-                           -

G  =   160 0 3.2 (4-27)
T

6.25 -357.    0

-50. -1429.  0.5

The next step is to apply the control-law of Eq. (3-13) with the

FT and GT in Eqs. (4-26) and (4-27) to the differential equations of

Eqs.   (4-14) ,   (4-15) ,   (4-20),  and  (4-21), to determine  the time responses

for the set of inputs given in Section 1 of this chapter.

Closed-Loop System Time Responses

This section presents the linear time responses for the closed-

loop control system state variables of neutron power density, average

fuel temperature, and emitter and collector surface temperatures.  The

time responses result from the application of the control input signals

discussed above.
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The time responses are obtained by using a digital computer

program to integrate the set of linear differential equations represent-

ing the thermionic reactor system.  The integration routine consists of

a very fast predictor-corrector iteration scheme capable of handling

both linear and nonlinear first order differential equations.  The

program was written by Krogh (1969) at Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and a

listing appears in the appendix of the study by Guppy (1970).

Ramp Change in Reactivity

The time responses due to the input signal rl(t) representing a

-        +2¢/second ramp of reactivity insertion for a time period of 20 seconds

are presented in Fig. 4-2.  The linear time responses of the controlled

states, x1(t), x3(·t), and x4(t) representing equilibrium changes in the

precursor concentration and the emitter and collector temperatures,

correspond to the desired transfer functions in the first column of the

first column of the transfer matrix in Eq. (4-25).  Although the pre-

cursor density variation x1(t) is not plotted, the resultant linear time

response can be verified indirectly by using the plotted 6n(t) and

69 (t)-values in Fig. 4-2 and computing x1(t) from Eq. (4-6) with the

definitions of  Eq.  (.4-8).

The time responses  for  the net system reactivity   (6p (t)),   the

net  diode load resistance  CR  (t) ),   and  the bulk coolant temperature

variation   (u3 Ct)) also appear  in  Fig.   4-2.     The net system reactivity  is

related   to the open-loop control signal  ul (t)  by  Eq.    (4-13).     The

relationship between R (t) and u2(t) is indicated in Fig. 4-2.  The
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0
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m
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-25

t, sec I, amps/cm2 V, Volts IV, watts/cm2

0.0 19.30 0.676 13,04
5.0 19.61 0.672 13.28

10.0 20.18 0.667 13.45

15.0 20.78 0.661 13.73

20.0 21.39 0.654 14.01

25.0 21.65 0.653 14.15

30.0 21.62 0.655 14.17

35.0 21.59 0.656 14.17

40.0 21.58 0.657 14.18

45.0 21.58 0.658 14.19

50.0 21.58 0.658 14.20

55.0 21.58 0.658 14.20

60.0 21.58 0.658 14.20

Fig. 4:2. Continu ed
*
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variations  in  ul (t),  u2 (t),  and u3 (t) represent the open-loop control

signals, generated by the feedback and gain compensation matrices, FT

and GT' required to produce the desired coupled, closed-loop responses

at the controlled system states.

These results indicate the basic difference between a single-

input, single-output and a multiple-input, multiple-output control

system.  For in this study, when one external input signal is applied

to the system, three different open-loop control signals are generated,

each of which interacts to produce a set of three independent desired

system output responses.  In contrast to this, a single-input, single-

output control system has only one open-loop control signal, and conse-

quently all the system state variable time responses depend on one

desired system output response.

Also, notice that the maximum net reactivity insertion into the

system is approximately 6¢ at time t equal to 20 seconds.  At this same

time, the corresponding external reactivity control signal is 40¢, and

consequently the effect of the feedback loop is to subtract out 34¢ of

reactivity worth. In other words, the prespecified steady-state value

for the neutron power is too low for the magnitude of the reactivity

insertion signal.  Therefore, the control system must generate a

strongly negative feedback signal to compensate for this imbalance and

thereby reduce the electronic signal to the reactor control device.

Without the feedback loop, the 2¢/second insertion signal for a period

of 20 seconds would result in a power change much greater than the

controlled response of Fig. 4-2.
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Finally, linear values for the diode current I, diode voltage

V, and diode electrical power IV at various times during the excursion

are also compiled in Fig. 4-2.  Note that the output voltage is within

t5% of the initial value, as hypothesized earlier.

Step change in Diode Load Resistance

The time responses given in Fig. 4-3 are the variations from

the equilibrium point resulting from a step perturbation in external

load resistance.  The input perturbation r2(t) represents a

-0.007 0 cm2 step change or a 20% drop in the external load resistance.

The  linear time responses  for the controlled states,  xl (t),  x3 (t),  and
x4 (t),   correspond   to the transfer functions   in the second column  of   the

desired transfer matrix in Eq. (4-25).  The fact that the linear

response of the precursor concentration is approximately zero is veri-

fied by substituting the steady-state values for 6n(t) and 6p(t) into

Eq. (4-6).

The effect of the added states of dynamic compensation is

indicated  by  the  plot  of net diode load resistance  RL (t) versus   time.

Although the r2 Ct) contribution to u2 Ct) is a negative step, u2 Ct) is a

positive function of time.  The reason is that although the fuel,

emitter, and collector temperature states remain essentially.at the

equilibrium point during the first half second after the step change,

the states of added compensation do not.  In fact, positive step changes

are induced in the dynamic compensator states by the negative change in

r2 (.t) .    And  since the states of added compensation  are  "fed  back"  to

form the control signal  u2 (t),  the net result  is  that  u2 (t) is positive
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and the net diode resistance increases to generate the desired output

responses due to the control perturbation r2(t).

Fig. 4-3 also contains linear data for the diode current I, the

diode voltage V, and the diode electrical power, IV, at various times

during the system excursion.  Again, the diode voltage variation is

less than t5% of the initial equilibrium value.

Ramp in Coolant Temperature

The time responses presented in Fig. 4-4 are the resultant,

system variations from equilibrium for a detected ramp rise in the bulk

coolant temperature.  The ramp input signal denoted r3(t) represents a

tl'C/second increase in the coolant temperature for a time duration of

20 seconds.  The linear time responses correspond to the transfer func-

tions in the third column of the desired transfer matrix in Eq. (4-25).

The physical interpretation of the control signal u3(t) is that

the coolant temperature is proportional to pumping power (assume the

pumps are electromagnetic). Consequently, if there is a detected change

in the electrical power delivered to the main pumps, a control pump must

be activated such that the resultant coolant temperature varies as

indicated  by  the  plot  of  u3 (t) versus  time  (Fig. 4-4). Without  this
.

compensating control pump, the resultant loss of power to the main pumps

would induce a 20'C change (1'C per second for 20 seconds) in the pri-

mary coolant loop temperature.  However, assuming the control pumps are

present, the net change in T is limited to +5'C as indicated in
CO

Fig, 4-4 and the desired system output responses are achieved.
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Again, the linear values for diode current I, diode voltage V,

and diode electrical power IV at various time intervals during the

excursion are compiled in Fig. 4-4.  The maximum deviation from the

equilibrium diode voltage value is -4.6%.

Nonlinear Effects

The nonlinearities in the system come from the expressions for

the neutron power density, the heat flux from the emitter 6q , and the

diode electrical power 6(IV).  The linearization of the neutron density,

Eq. (4-9), involves neglecting the term 6p(t)6n(t) compared to 6n(t).

Since the maximum value for 6p(t) from the time response curves is about

6¢, the error introduced by neglecting  the 6p (t)6n(t) product is approx-

imately a 6% underestimation of the peak neutron power density at time

t equal to 20 seconds.  At other times, the effect of the linearization

is smaller, and consequently the linear results for the neutron power

density should agree quite well with the nonlinear time responses.

The,eff&ct of the linearization for 6q .and 6(IV) given by

Eqs.,(4-18)  and (4-19) should  also be insignificant.    This  is  due  to

th  fact that the system variations for the emitter and collector

-"  temperatures and the diode load resistance are restricted to remain

within the delta deviations used to compute the coefficients.for the

first-order Taylor expansions.  To determine if the approximations for

6q  and 6(IV) are satisfactory, the integration routine was interrupted
11

every 0.5 seconds, and the corresponding nonlinear values for 6 qE  and

6(IV) were computed with the SIMCON code for the emitter and collector

temperatures and the diode load resistance at the time of interruption.
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The results are plotted for each of the input perturbations in

Figs. 4-5 and 4-6.  The sporadic variations in the nonlinear values for

6q   and  6 CIV)  are  due  to the errors  in the iteration process required

to compute both diode current I and diode voltage V given a value of

diode load resistance R .  However, the curves indicate that the linear

approximations for 6q  and 6(IV) are a satisfactory representation of

the average nonlinear behavior for 6q  and 6(IV).

From the results presented above, it is expected that the

linear time responses would represent within reasonable tolerances the

corresponding nonlinear system time responses resulting from the set of

input perturbations considered in this chapter.

Discussion of Results

The applicability of the design technique for an interacting

multivariable control system is demonstrated on an in-core thermionic

reactor system.  The system representation is not a detailed discrip-

tion but is adequate for the purpose of an initial contfol-system

study incorporating the interacting multivariable design technique.

The concern was, therefore, not to develop a comprehensive mathematical

model but to use a meaningful representation for the in-core thermionic

reactor system and determine if an interacting control system.could be

designed which satisfied certain design constraints.

A set of design constraints were specified by hypothesizing

that the thermionic reactor system was for a space power plant applica-

tion.  The limited set of constraints for the resultant control system

consisted of  1) a constant diode voltage,  2) a thermal shock
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limitation of less than 60'C/minute in the collector and emitter

temperatures, and  3) a separation of the thermal power and the diode

electrical power dependency for sudden load changes.  The three

constraints are not hypothetical ones but may possibly be used in an

actual control system design (Brehm, 1970).

The results of the time responses indicate that the linear

responses do agree in all cases with the corresponding responses spec-

ified in the desired transfer matrix.  Consequently, the FT and GT

matrices generate the necessary compensation signals  ul (t) ,  U2 (t)  and

u3(t) required to produce the interacting closed-loop responses speci-

fied by Eq. (4-25).

The design constraints were satisfied within certain tolerances.

First, the nonlinear values for the diode voltage in Figs. 4-2, 4-3,

and 4-4 indicate that the deviations from the equilibrium value for

diode voltage are always less than t4.6% during the system excursions.

The steady-state values for diode voltage due to the input signals

represent deviations  of  less  than  :!:4..0%  from  VQ.    Also, the thermal

shock constraint of 60'C/minute on the emitter and collector tempera-

tures was satisfied for all input perturbations, and the thermal power

is decoupled from the diode electrical power fluctuations for sudden

load changes as indicated in Fig. 4-3.

With regard to nonlinear closed-loop computations, initial

investigations with the digital computer program employed by Guppy

(1970) indicate that this program is not entirely satisfactory when the

emitter and collector temperatures are restricted to small variations
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about their equilibrium values (Note deviations in Fig. 4-6).  However,

when the variations are small, the linear representation must agree with

the nonlinear and consequently the linear results are adequate.

1,



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

This chapter summarizes the contributions of this study and

enumerates the results pertinent to the state variable feedback design

of a multivariable control system possessing cross-coupling.  Areas

which require further research are also indicated.

Summary of Results

A feedback synthesis technique resulting in a closed-loop

interacting transfer matrix containing desired transfer functions between

all permutations of the system outputs and the external control inputs

has been demonstrated.  The feedback synthesis of a coupled multi-

variable system is based on previously established decoupling techniques

for the state variable feedback design of noninteracting multivariable

systems.

Specifically, a condensed review of the literature on decoupling

techniques is presented which provides only the necessary information

and formulation required to compute a pair of decoupling state-variable

feedback and gain matrices for a multivariable system.  A variational

decoupling technique is developed which represents a systematic pro-

cedure for determining a set of state-variable feedback and gain matrices

which will decouple the same multivariable system into any particular

set of control input, system output relationships. The different input,

145
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output relationships result by performing elementary row transforma-

tions on a reference vector-matrix representation.

By defining a particular elementary row transfer matrix, a

restricted set of m decoupling matrices can be obtained which decouple

each of the m control inputs with a different system output without

repetition. The control-law matrices resulting in a closed-loop inter-

acting system transfer matrix containing desired transfer functions for

all possible combinations of system outputs and control inputs are formu-

lated in terms of the set of m decoupling matrices. The formulation

indicates that, in general, a closed form solution for the interacting

control-law state feedback matrix does not exist because there are more

unknown elements in the matrix than algebraic equations.

A method is demonstrated, however, whereby a satisfactory state

feedback matrix can be computed by applying the Gaussian elimination

process to the set of algebraic equations, reducing them to row echelon

form. The coefficients  of like powers of & are equated,  and the elements

in the feedback matrix are solved algebraically. It is shown that, in              1

general, the resultant state feedback matrix for an interacting multi-

variable control system will contain time dependent elements.  This

result leads to a new interpretation of the state variable control-law

of Eq. (3-79). The simple product of the state feedback matrix and the

state vector must now be expressed as a convolution integral over the

product.

It is also shown, that if the desired transfer matrix is

specified so that each row has transfer function elements containing the
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same number of poles and zeros, identically located in the Laplace

domain, the resultant state feedback matrix will have constant, time-

independent elements.  The gain constants of the transfer function

elements in, any partitular row and the dynamics of any two rows do not

have to be identical.

Finally, the interacting design technique is demonstrated on

the in-core thermionic reactor model employed in the uncontrolled start-

up analysis performed by Guppy (1970).  Results indicate that it may be

possible to use the technique to design an interacting control system

for an in-core thermionic reactor which would satisfy a physically real

set of control system constraints. Howev.er, the results obtained  are

applicable only to the single diode representation used to construct the

mathematical model in this study. Further research is indicated in the

next section which would represent a logical extension of the initial

control study presented in Chapter 4.

Further Research

The development of the variational decoupling technique and the

feedback synthesis technique for cross-coupled multivariable control

systems presented in this study leave several unanswered questions and

'              consequently establish areas for further investigation.

First, since the foundation for the design of an interacting

closed-loop control system depends on state-variable decoupling tech-

niques, what if the mathematical model for the system representation

*
cannot be decoupled using state variable feedback (B  singular)?  Gilbert

(1969) indicates that if the open-loop transfer matrix is nonsingular,
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dynamic compensation can be added to the multivariable system to change
I.

B  from a singular to a nonsingular matrix.  However, the question of

-.

what type of compensation should be added is not answered.  Consequently,

one area of further research would be to formulate the required compen-

*-1

sation in terms of specific system parameters so that B would exist

for the augmented system.

The variational decoupling technique could possibly be applied

to a multivariable system to determine the "best way" of decoupling the

system when noninteraction is a design requirement.  The criteria used

to determine the "best way" might be the minimization of a set of sensi-
T   X dT

tivity functions of the form.  sx = T dA
where T would equal the transfer

th                        .th
function between the i system output and the J control input. Also,

X could be any variable parameter such as elements in the decoupling

feedback matrix, open-loop system poles that may change with time, or

possibly a particular class of control signals at the system inputs.  The

resultant vector-matrix representation resulting in the minimum set of

sensitivity functions would then be the desired representation for the

application of the decoupling techniques.  The formulation of these

ideas would constitute another area of further research.

The feedback synthesis technique also requires a

prespecification of the desired transfer matrix.  The method of choosing

the desired transfer functions as illustrated in Chapter 4 is not the

most desirable that can be envisioned. Instead, the possibility of

applying optimization techniques such as the minimization of a particu-

lar performance index in specifying the desired system response might be
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more feasible. This area should be investigated since the constraint

on the type of transfer matrix that can be used for multivariable

control systems is now removed.

Also, the feedback synthesis technique might prove extremely

useful for the design of interacting control systems for open-loop
-

plants that. have inaccessible states. The reason is, that since the

equation used to compute FT [Eq. (3-90)] contains more unknowns than

equations, the presence of inaccessible states would mean that those

elements in the columns of FT corresponding to the inaccessible states

would be chosen a priori to be zero.  For example, in the FT matrix

computed for the thermionic reactor control system [Eq. (4-26)], there

is no feedback signal from the state of average fuel temperature.  Conse-

quently, the fact that the fuel temperature may or may not be an

inaccessible state does not affect the realization of the desired

closed-loop transfer matrix of Eq. (4-25).  The possibility of applying

the interacting feedback synthesis technique to plants with inaccessible

states should be investigated further since it may eliminate the need to

construct state-estimators.

Finally, the thermionic control system study should be expanded

to include a multiple-diode representation with a complete heat rejec-

tion system.  Spatial effects and thermal time delays in the heat

rejection system might be included.  Further investigations should be

directed to the nonlinear program used by Guppy (1970) to determine the

applicability in predicting the controlled nonlinear responses of the

reactor model.  In particular, experimental data for the designed
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control system in Chapter 4 applicable to the single diode model would

be most helpful in correlating the linear results obtained in this

study.



APPENDIX

D  COMPUTER PROGRAMk

The program evaluates the Dk matrices for k = 1,2,"',m, where
-1 -1- -

D = T   [s I  - A  -

BkFk]  BkGk' A subcalculation also determines thek k n

*           *-1-   .
Fk matrices for k= 1,2,···,m, where F. =F + B.  F,T, .  TheK 1 1   .. A

program is written in Fortran IV language and requires approximately

11Ok of core storage to compile on a CDC-6400 computer. The large

quantity of storage is required to store and hold the many matrices

used during the calculation. The program can handle problems as large

as 10 state variables (n = 10) with up to 10 system outputs or control

inputs (m = 10). Computing times for a problem with n=1 0 and m=4

is approximately 50 seconds on the CDC-6400.

The program consists of the main program DSUBK plus 18 sub-

routines.  Eleven of the 18 subroutines are standard IBM SSP library

subroutines which are also written in Fortran IV. The eleven IBM SSP

subroutines required are called; ARRAY, LOC, GMADD, PRQD, SMPY, XCPY,

GMPRD, PADD, PSUB, PCLA, and PMPY. The first seven subroutines are

used as supplied by IBM but the last four are modified to handle triply

dimensioned matrix elements and consequently are listed in this appendix.

The input data which must be supplied by the user for each Dk

calculation are the scalars, n, m, k, and Pi, di, and Zi for
-

i= 1,2,3,   ,m, plus the system matrices k  B   C   F   G   Tk' Tk-1,-k' k' k' k' k'
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**-1

F , and B .  The output data consists, in part, of Dk and Fk for
1

each k, k = 1,2,···,m.

The first READ statement inputs the values for the scalars,

n, m, TOL, and k, respectively. TOL is an internal tolerance (usually

10 ) used to ignore round-off errors in computed numbers.  The-10

second READ statement inputs the values for Pi, i = 1,2,···,mtl given

by Eqs. (2-46) and (2-48).  The scalar Pi is the number of poles in

th
the i subsystem resulting from the canonical transformation of the

ID system. The third READ statement inputs the d., i = 1,2,···,m values1

of (Eq. 2-14).  The fourth READ statement inputs the Z., i = 1,2,···,m1

values of Eq. (2-49).  The scalar Zi represents the number of zeros in

th
the i subsystem. The next nine READ statements input the data for the

-1
- -1   *           *

and B matrices sucessively. The
Ak, Bk' Ck' Fk' Gk' Tk ' Fl' Tk' 1

matrices are read by rows, six elements per card, with each new row

starting on a new data card.  The complete set of Dk matrices are com-

puted by sucessively stacking the data cards for each value of k. '

A complete listing of the main program DSUBK, the non-IBM

subroutines, CANRT, CMPRD, CPMPY, CMPRD, MCOF, PMPRD, PINV, and SHIFT,

and the modified IBM SSP subroutines, PADD, PSUB, PCLA, and PMPY are

provided on the following pages.

i



PROGRAM DSUBK (INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPES=INPUT,TAPE6=OUTPUT)
C
C        COMPUTES THE D-SUR K MATRICES '„ISEI) TO COMPUTE THE INTERACTING A
C          FEEDHACK AND AAIN MATRICES, F-SUB T AND G-SUM T.
C

D I 1.1 E N S I O N     A t i A T  (  1  3,1  3 ), 11 M A T  (  1 3,1  3 ),CHA T  (  1 3,1 3 )
DIMENSION FHAT(13,13),GHAT(13,13),IP(13),#0(13),NNA(13)
DIMENSION TMAT(13,13),PHAT(13,13)•HHAT(13,13)
DIMENSI()N FC(13,13), SMAT(13,13), HINV(13,13)
DIAENSION SHAT(13,13), THAT(13,131
DIMENSION 01(13,13,]3), Lll(13,13), RN(13.13.13), LRN(13,13)
DIMENSION T 11(13,13,13), 1.TN(13,13)
DINEASION WHAT(13),RRO(13),CRO(13),POL(13)
DIMENSION RRD(13), CRI)(13), RD(13), CD(13)
C()1·''l()1·1/LABEL/1)3 (1 3,1 3,1 3) ,   L l)3(1 3.1 3) , D2 (1 3, ]3,1 3) ,   LD2(13,13),

luw(13.13.13), LI)1 (13,13), SN(13.17.13), LSI(13,13)
C
C        READ INPOT DATA
C

1 WEAD(5,58) M,M,TOL,ICASE
IF(EOF,5) 57,2

2 COnTINUE
tltl=fl.1
N,1=4
READ(5,59) (IP(II),II=l,MM)
D() 3 KK=l,M

3     NP= I P  ( 1<K )  +U R
NT=IP(MM)
READ(5,59) (NI)(II),II=l,M)
READ(5,59)· (NNR(II),II=l,M)
1)()   4    I I=l,N

4 REAt)(5,60) (AHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,N)
no 5 II=l,N

5 READ(5,60) (BHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,M)                                                5
DO    6    I I=1,1 4                                                                                                                                                                                                           w



6. READ(5,60) (CHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,N)
DO 7 II=1•M

7 PEAD(5,60) (FHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,N)
DO H II=l,M

8 PEAD(5,60) (GHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,M)
DO 9 II=l,N

9 READ(5,60) (TMAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,N)
no 12 II=l,M

10 READ(5,60) (FC(II,JJ),JJ=l,N)
DO ]1 II=l,N

11 WEAD (5,60) (SMAT(II,JJ),JJ=l,N)
00 12 II=l,M

12 READ(5,60) (BINV(II,JJ),JJ=l,M)
-

C
C        *RITE INPUT DATA
C

WATTE(6,61) N,M,TOL
00 13 II=1•M

13 WRITE(6,62) II,IP(II),ND(II),NNRCII)
wRITE(4,62) UM,NT
WRITE(6,63)
110 14 II=t,N

14 WRITE(6,64) (AHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,N)
WHITE (6,65)
DO 15 II=l,N

15 WHITE(6,64) (AHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,M)
WRITE(6,66)
DO 16 II=l,M

16 WHITE(6,64) (CHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,N)
WRITE(6,67)
DO 17 II=l,M

17 WRITE(6,64) (BINV(II,JJ),JJ=l,M)
WRITE(6,68)
DO 18 II=l,M

18 WRITE(6,64) (FHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,N)



WR:·C(6•,9)
DO 19 Ir-A.,M

19 WHI '  E (6, , ,4 ) (GMAT (II,JJ), JJ=l,M)
WRITE(6,70)
nO 20 11=1.N

20 Wi<ITE(6,64) (Si·IAT(II,JJ),JJ=l,N)
WHITE(6,71)
DO 21 II=l,N

21 WRITE(6,64) (TMAT(II,JJ). JJ=l,N)
WRITE(6,72)
00 22 II=l,M

22 wl,ITE(e„64) (FC(II,JJ),JJ=l,N)
C
C        Fohi.1 R-Sllil 11 SUMMATRIX
C

CALL AMPAY(2,11,N,13,13,AHAT,ANAT)
CALL ARRAY(2,N,M,13,13,Ill·IAT,HHAT)
CALL APHAY(2,11,N,13,13,FHAT,FHAT)
CALL GNPRD(HHAT,FIIAT,PHAT,N,11,N)
CALL GMADN(ANAT,PHAT,RHAT,M,N)
CALL SNPY(RHAT,-1.,RHAT,N,4,0)
CALL ARRAY(1,N,I,13,13,1{liAT,RHAT)
WRITE(6,73)
1,0 23 II=l,N

23 wRITE(6,64) (RHAT(II,JJ), JA=l,N)
0() 25 II=l,lA
D O     2 4     .J.J= ] ,N R
LU1(II,JJ)=1

24 Dl(1,II,JJ)=RHAT<II,JJ)
LI)1(II,II)=2

25 01(2,II,II)=1.
C
C       COMPUTE (R-SUB 11)00-1 SUBMATRIX
C H

CALL PINV(RN,LRN,Dl,LDl,NR)                                           5



WRITE(6,74)
,/

DO 26 II=l,WR                                                      5
DO 26 .JJ=l,WH
KT=LRICII,JJ)

26 wpITE(6,64) (RN(KK,II,JJ), KK=l,KT)
WRITE(6,75)
NAR=NA+1
KT=LRN(uNR,NUR)
WRITE(6,64) (RN(KK,NNR,NNR),KK=l,KT)
IF(NT) 57,38,27

C
C        FORM R-SUB 22 SUBMATRIX
C

27 DO 29 II=l,HT
III=II+HR
DO 28 JJ=l,NT
JJJ=J.J+NO
LU1(II,JJ)=1

28 Dl(l,II,J,J)=RHAT(III,JJJ)
L[,1 (II,II)=2

29 01(2,II,Ii)=1.
C
C        COMPIJTE (H-SUB 22)*0-1 SUBMATRIX
C

CALL PINV(TN,LTN,Dl,LDl,NT)
wHITE(6,76)
1)0 30 II=l,NT
DO 30 JJ=l,NT
KT=LTN(II,JJ)

30 WHITE(6,64) (TN(KK,II,JJ), KK=l,KT)
wRITE(6,77)
NNT=liT+1
K T=L T AC WNT, 1\INT)
WRITE(6,64) (TN(KK,NNT,NNT),KK=l,KT)



.

C
C          FOR· 7-SUB 21 SUBMATRIX
C

31 DO 22 II=l,NT
DO 32 JJ= 1, NR
III=II+NP

32 PHAI(II,JJ)=RHAT(III,JJ)
C
C FOkM PRODUCTT, -((R-SUB 22)00-1)*(R-SUB 21)*((R-SUB 11)00-1)
C

CALL ARRAY(2,IT,IJR,13,13,PHAT*PHAT)
CALL SMPY(PHAT,-1.,PHAT,MT,IR,0)
CALL ARRAY(1,f·IT,IN,13,13,PHAT.PHAT)
CAI..L C"IPRI) (Ul,LL)1*I·IT,1414,1 1·J,LHN,IJR.1,11 ,PHAT,NT,I\IR,1 )
CALL PMPHI)(SN,LSN,NT,NR,TN,LTN,NT,NT,01,LDI,NT,NH)
WRITE(6,78)
DO 33 II=l,NT
1) 0     3 3     J J=1, I'llt
KT=LS''l(II,JJ)

33 YRITE(6,64) (SH(KK,II,JJ), KK=l,KT)
C
C          COMPUTE RHAT*GHAT MATRIX
C                                                                                                                           -

CALL ARRAY(2,M,M,]3,13,GHAT,GHAT)
CALL GMPRO(BHAT,GHAr,PHAT,N,M,M)
CALL ARRAY(1,4,M, 13,13,PHAT,PHAT)
WRITE (6,79)
00 34 II=l,N

34 WRITE(6,64) (PHAT(II,JJ), JJ=l,M)
C
C        COMPUTE PRODUCTS ((S*I-AHAT-BHAT*FHAT)00-1)*HHATOGMAT
C

CALL ARRAY(2,N,M,13,13,PHAT,PHAT)
CALL XCPY(PHAT,SHAT,1,1,IR,M,N,M,n)
CALL XCPY(PHAT,THAT,NR+1,1,NT,M,N.M,0)



CALL ARRAY(l,WN,M,13,13,SWAT,SHAT)                                    C
CALL ARRAY(l,MT,M,13,13,THAT,THAT) 00

-               CALL CMPROCul,LOl,NR,11,RN,LRN,WR,UP,SHAT,NR,11,0)
CALL CMPRI)(U2,LDZ,NT,M,SH,1-SN,NT,„A,SHAT,NR,11,0)
CALL   Ct·11 ;'i)(U3,LI)3,NT, fl,TN,LTN,NT,r: T., THAT,NT,M,B)-
DO 36 JJ=1,14
00 35 Il=l,MR

35 CALL PCLACHI.LillI, II,JJ,ul,Lul,II,JJ)
1)0 36 I 1=1,1·IT
CALL PMPY(TN,LTN,II,JJ,HN,LRN,NR+1.NR+1,03,LO3,II,JJ)

36 CALL PADD(SH,LSA,II,JJ,D2.LD2,II,JJ,TN.LTN,II,JJ)
C
C           Col·lp,ITE PRODICTL (TO*-1)*( (soI-ANAT-HMAT#FHAT)00-1)01]HAT*GHAr
C

CALL ARRAY(2,11,N,13,13,THAT,TMAT)
CALL XCPY(TRAT,SHAT,1,1,IJ,NR,N,N,n)
CALL XCPY (TMAT,TIIAT,1,142+1,14,ru'r,N,N,0)
CALL AURAY(],U,NR. 13,13, SHAT,SHAT)
CAI.L Al(1:AY(1,11,1 T,13,]3,TrIAT,THAT)
CALL CnPRI,(Dl,Lnl,h,M,RN,LHN,NR,M.SHAT,N,NH,1)
CALL CMPRi)(02,Ll)2,1,1,14,SN,LSM,MT,M,THAT,N,Nr,1)
no 37 II=l,11
110 37 J.J= 1.·'1
CALL l'ill'Y(bl,Li)3,II,JJ,Ul,L'll,II,JJ,TN,LTN,NT+1,NT+1)

37 CALL PADD (DU,LI)N, I I,JJ,03,LD3, I I, IJ,02,LDZ, 1 I,JJ)
CALL PMPY(DN,LON,N+1,M+1,TH,LTM,NT+1,NT+1,RN,LR,J,wR+1,NR•l)

C
C        COMPUTE F-SUH A =(FSTAN + (HSTAR**-1)*FHAT*(10*-1))
C

CALL ARRAY(2,N,N,13,13,SMAT,SMAT)
CALL ARPAY 12,0,N,13,13,FC,FC)
CALL ARRAY(2,M,n,13,13,AINV,BINV)
CALL   G'41'Rb(FHAT, S '4 AT,RHAT,M,N,N)
CALL GMPRD(HINV,RHAT,FHAT,M,M,N)
CALL GMADD(FC,FHAT,PHAT,M,N)



CALL ARRAY(l,M,N,13,13,PHAT,PHAT)
» GO  TO  39

38 CALL ARRAY(2,M,M,13•13,GHAT,GHAT)
CALL GMPRD(liliAT,GHAT,PMAT,N,M,1·1)
CALL ARRAY(1,N,M,13,13,PHAT,PHAT)
CALL CMPRi) (Dl,L[)1,1,1, M,111,1,LRN, I,N,PHAT,N,M,0)
CALL CMPRI)(DN,LDI,N,il,ul,LD],N,M,TMAT,N,N,1)

C
C F O R M [ ) -S U H      K.    1)E  T E I{ :4 I  N A I  I T
C

CALL PCLACON,LON,1,1+1,M+1,RN,LRN,N+l,N+1)
CALL ARRAY(2,ri.N,13,13.FC.FC)
CALL ARRAY(2,N,N,13,13,SMAT,SMAT)
CALL ARNAY(2,4,11,13,13,11IVV,HINV)
CALL OMPRI)(FHAT,SMAT,RHAT,M,N,N)
CALL 69Pfi}(HINV,RHAT,fHAT,M,M,N)
CALL GNADi)(FC,FHAT,PHAT,M,H)
CALL ARRAY(l,M,1\1,13,13,PHAT,PHAT)

39 WRITE(6,8w) ICASE
DO 40 II=l,N
DO 40 JJ=1,11
KT=LI)11 (II,JJ)

40 whITE(6,64) (DN(KK,II,JJ), KK=l,KT)
WRITE(6,81) ICASE
NN=N+1
K T=L f) "I(N W, t.1 M)
WRITE(6,64) (DN(KK,I\IN,ilil),KK=l,KT)
KT=LON(NN,MM)

C

C          COMPUTE D-SUB K DETERMINANT ROOTS
C

DO 41 KK=l,KT
41 WHAT(KK)=UN(KK,IN,MI)

CALL PROD(WHAT,KT,RRD,CRD,POL,ID.TER)
DO 55 JJ=l,M                                                                    C

91



DO 55 II=l,N                                                                  &
IDIX=-1 0

K T=L D N  (II,JJ)
42 DO 43 KK=l,KT
43 WHAT(KK)=UN(KK,II,JJ)

CC        COMPuTE D-SUB K COFACTOR ELE'iENT ROOTS AND CANCEL WITH ALL
C          EOUAL ROOTS IN D-SUB K DETERMINANT
C

CALL PRUD(wHAT,KT,BRO,CRO,POL,IR,TER)
IF(IER-2) 44.54.49

44 00 45 KK=l,ID
WI)(KK)=HAI)(KK)

45 Cl)(KK)=CROCKK)
IHIi=11)
CALL CAANT(RHO,CRM,RO,CD,IR,IRD)
WHIrE(6,82) ICASF,II,JJ,IER
WRITE(,6,113) DA(AT,  I  I, J J)
IF(IN) 55,46,47

46 wkITE(6,84)
WRilE(6,115)
GO TO 4 1 1

47 wRITE(6,80) (RHO (KK),KK=l• IR)
WHITE(6,87) (CROCKK), KA=l,IR)

48 WRITE(6,88)
WRITE(6,89) (RD (KK) ,KK=l,IRD)
WHITE(6,90) (CD(KK),KK=l,IRD)
61) TO 55

49 DO 53 KK=l,KT
50 IF(AliS(un(KK,II,JJ)).LT.(1.E-5)) nN(KK,II,JJ)=0.
51 IF(DICAT,II,JJ)) 53,52,53
52 KT=Kl-1

L O N( -I I,J J ) =K T
GO TO 51

53 IDIX=IDIX+1



IF(11,1<) 42.42,54
54 WRITE (69.:') ICASE,II,JJ,IER

WAlli.(60,44)

WHITE(6,65)
WRITE(6,kd)
WRITE(6,91)
wwlTE(6.92)

55 CONTINUE
wRITE(6,93) ICASE
DO 56 Il=l,M

56 WRITE(6,64) (PHAT(II,JJ),JJ=l,N)
GO TO 1

57 COI:TI'JIJE
58 FORMAT(213,ER.3,I2)
59 FOvAAT(10(2X,I)))
60 FURMAT(6(Ell.4,2A))
61 FORMAT(SA,3HN =,I 2,5X,3HM =,IZ,SX,16HZERO TOLERANCE =,E8.1,//)
62 FORMAT(SX,3HI =,IP,5*,9HP-SUR-I =.I2,SX,9HD-SUB-I =,12,5*,9HR-SUB-

l I =,IZ.//)
63 FORMAT(///,25X,1]HAHAT MATRIX,/)
64 FNAMAT(6(5XE 15.6),/)                                    i65 FOI"IAT(///,25X,11HAMAT MATRIX,/)
66 FORMAT(///,25X,11HCHAT MATRIX,/)
67 FOHMAT(///,25*,2UHASTAN-INVERSE.MATRIX,/)
68 FORMAT(///,25X,111-IFHAT MATRIX,/)
69 F(.11 liAT(///,25X,111·IGHAT .'IATIOIX,/)
79 FORMAT(///,25*,Abr MATRIX,/)
71 FolbiAT (///,25X,161,T-It'IVEpSE 1'·IATRIx,/)
72 FOHMAT(///,25*,2411FSTAH COMPENSATED MATRIX,/)
73 FORMAT(///,25X.11HI'tiAT MATRIX,/)
74 FORMAT(/,25X,9HRN MAIRIX,/)
75 FORMAT(/,25*,24HDETERMINANT OF RN MATRIX,/)
76 FORkAT(/,25X,9MTN MATRIX,/)
77 FORMAT(/,25X,24HDETERMINANT OF TN MATRIX,/) 1-8

m



78 FORMAT(/,25X,911SN MATRIX./)                                            w
79 FORMAT(/,25X,161111 (ATOGHAT MATRIX,/)                                    N
80 FOR4AT(/,25X,5 1[)-5111 ,I2,71{ JATRIX,/)
81 FORNAT (/,25X,20111)ETERqI,JANT OF D-SUB, I2,7H NATRIX,/)
82 FORMAT (///,3X,6HD-SUd-, IP,2H (,I2•1H„I2,51M)

1                          IER=,I2,//)
83 FORNAT(3)(,27HNUMERATOR GAIN CONSTANT =,2x,615.6,/)
84 FORNAT(3X,32111JIJIlERATOR REAL #0015 = NONE)
85 FORMAT(3*,32HNUMERATOR COMPLEX ROATS =       NONE)

86 FORMAT(3*,27HNUMERATOR REAL ROOTS =,6(2XE15.6))
87 FORMAT(3X,27,11'IlltiERATOR CO:iPLEX ROOTS =,6(2*E 15.6))
88 FO12ilAT (111,1)
89 FOHI·'AT(3*,27,11.IEHOHINATOR HEAL ROOTS =,6(2*E 15.6))
90 FORMAT(3*,27,11.)LNOMINATOR COMPLEX t'DOTS =,6(2XE15.6))
91 FURNAT(3*,32HDENOMINATOR REAL ROOTS =   tJOI\IE)

92   FORMAT(3*,32HDENOMINATOR COAPLEX ROOTS = NONE)
93 FORMAT(///,25X,5HF-SUR,I2,7H MATRT)(,/)

STOP
END

\\
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SUBROUTINE PMPRD(Z,IDIMZ,IZ,JZ,X,IDIMX,IX,JX,Y,IDIMY,IY,JY)
DIMENSION Z(13.13.13), X(13.13.13), Y(13.13.13)
DIMENSION IDIMZ(13,13), IDIMX(13,13), IDIMY(13,13)

C

C          MULTIPLIES TWO MATRICES CONTAINING POLYNOMIAL ELEMENTS IN S
C

IF(Jx-IY) 1,1,10
C

1 IF(Ix-JX) 2,2,3
2 WNN=JX+1

GO TO 4
3 NNM=IX•1
4 IF(JY-IY) 5,5,6
5 LLL=IY*1

60 TO 7
6 LLL=JY•1
7 DO 10 LL=l,JY

DO 10 NN=l,IX
CALL PMPY(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,1,X,IDIMX,NN,1,Y,IDIMY,1,LL)
DO 9 KK=2,IY
CALL PMPY(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KK,X,IDIMX,NN,KK,Y,IDIMY,KK,LL)
KKK=KK-1
CALL PADD(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,LLL,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KK,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KKK)
IF(KK-IY) 8,9,9

8 CALL PCLA(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KK,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,LLL)
9 CONTINUE

CALL PCLA(Z,IDIMZ,NN,LL,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,LLL)
10 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

»1

8



SUHI:.,·'Ir.t CMPRD(Z,IDIMZ,IZ.JZ,X.IDIMX,IX,JX,Y,IY,JY,MS)
DIMEIS:0' "(13,13.13), X(13,13,13), Y(13,13)
DIME:;SLOA IDIMZ(13,13), IDIMX(13,13)

C

C          MULTIPLIES TWO MATRICES ONE CONTAINING POLYNOMIAL ELEMENTS
C          IN S AND THE OTHER CONTAINING CONSTANT SCALAR ELEMENTS
C

IF(MS) 1,1,7
C

C          MS=0 MEANS POSTMULTIPLY X WITH Y
C          MS=1 MEANS PREMULTIPLY X WITH Y
C

1 IF(IX-JX) 3,3,2
2 NNN=Ix•1

GO TO 4
3 tAN=JX.1
4 IF(JY-IY) 5,5,6
5 LLL=IY+1

GO TO 13
6 LLL=JY•1

60 TO 13
C

7 IF(IY-JY) 9,9,8
8 NNN=IY*1

GO TO 10
9 UNN=JY+1
10 IF(Jx-IX) 11.11.12
,11 LLL=IX+1

GO TO 18
12 LLL=JX+1

GO TO 18
C                                                                                                          -·

13 IF(JX-IY) 17,14,17
14 DO 17 LL=l,JY

61



.

DO 17 NN=l,IX
CALL CPMPY(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,l,X,IDIMX,NN,l,Y,l,LL)
DO 16 KK=2,IY
CALL CPPPY(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KK,X,IDIMX,NN,KK,Y,KK,LL)
KKK=KK-1
CALL PADD(Z,IDIMZ,NNNILLL,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KK,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KKK)
IFIKK-IY) 15,16,16

15 CALL PCLA(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KK,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,LLL)
16 CONTINUE

CALL PCLA(Z,IDIMZ,NN,LL,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,LLL)
17 COIJTINUE                                                         \

60 TO 23
18 IF(JY-IX) 22,19.22
19 DO 22 LL=l,IY

DO 22 NN=l,JX
CALL CPMPY(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,l,X,IDIMX,l,NN,Y,LL,1)
UO 21 KK=2.IX
CALL CPMPY(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KK,X,IDIMX,KK,NN,Y,LL,KK)
KKK=KK-1
CALL PADD(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,LLL,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KK.,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KKK)
IF(KK-IX) 20,21,21

20 CALL PCLA(Z,IDIMZ,NNN,KK,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,LLL)
21 CONTINUE

CALL PCLA(Z,IDIMZ,LL,NN,Z,IDIMZ,NNN,LLL)
22 CONTINUE ,
23 RETURN

END

»A

g;



SUBROUTINE CPMRY(Z,IDIMZ,IZ,JZ,X,IDIMX,IX,JX,Y,IY,JY)                           i
0'1

DIMENSION Z(13,13,13), X(13,13,13), Y(13,13)
DIMENSION IDIMZ(13,13), IDIMX(13,13)

C

C          MULTIPLIES A POLYNOMIAL BY A SCALAR
C

ID=0
IUX=IDIMX(IX,JX)
DO 1 IT=l,IDX

1 2(IT,IZ,JZ)=XCIT,IX,JX)*Y(IY,JY)
2 IDT=1Dx-ID

IF(Z(IOT,IZ,JZ)) 4,3,4
3 ID=ID+1

IF(IDT-1) 4,4,2
4 IDIMZ(IZ,JZ)=IDT

kETURN
END

L



1 '

SUHROUTINE PINV(COF,LCOF,D,LD,NDIM)
DIMENSION DUM2(13,4,4), LDUM2(4.4), DUM3(13,5,5), LDUM3(5,5)
DIMENSION DUM4(13,6,6), LDUM4(6,6), DUMS(13,7,7), LUUM5(7,7)
DIMENSION DUM6(13,8,8), LDUM6(8•8), DUM7(]3,9,9), LDUM7(9,9)
DIMENSION DUMA(13,10,10), LUUMB(10,10)
COMMON/LAHEL/ 0(13,13,13), LD(13,13), COF(13,13,13), LCOF(13,13),
1DET(13,13.13), LDET(13,13), DUM1(13,13.13), LDUM1(13,13)

C
C          PROGRAM COMPUTES THE INVERSE OF A MATRIX CONTAINING POLYNOMIAL
C ELEMENTS. INVERSE COMPUTED USING THE ADJOINT MATRIX AND
C          THE DETERMINANT
C
C          TEST DIMENSION OF INPUT MATRIX
C

GO TO (90,80,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,120) NDIM
C

3 NR 3=3
GO TO 10

4 NR4=4
NR 3= 1

GO TO 20
5 NWS=5

NR4=1%NR3=1
60 TO 30

6 NH6=6
NHS=15NR4=1$NR3=1
60 TO 40

7 NH7=7
NR6= 1 QNR 5= 1 SNR4= 1 $NR3= 1
GO TO 50

8 NR8=8
Nk7=leNR6=1$NRS=1KNR4=1$NR3=1
GO TO 60

9 NH9=9 1-8

NRB=1$NA7=15NR6=1$NRS=1$NA4=1$NR3=1                                             f



1-1:GO TO 70
120 NR10=10

NR3=15NR4=1$NRS=1$NR6=1$NR7=11NRB=15NR9=1
GO TO 170

C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A

C          10X10 MATRIX
C

170 DO 177 J10=1,NR10
DO 177 Ilo=l,10
C A LL MC O F ( DE T, L D E T, 1 0 , 9 , D, L D, I 1 0, J 1 0 . 0 . 1 3,1 3 )

CALL SHIFT(D,nUMB,LD,LDUMB,IlO,J10.10.13,10)
C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A

C          9X9 MATRIX
C

70 DO 77 J9=l,NR9
DO 77 I 9=1,9
IF(NA9-1) 72.72.71

71 CALL MCOF(DET,LOET,9,8,0,LD, I9,J9.0.13,13)
CALL SHIFT(D,DUMT,LD,LDUM7,19,J9,9.13,9)
GO TO 60

72 IF(LDUMB(I9,J9)-1) 100,972,973
972 IF(DUMB(l,I9,J9)) 973,974,973
974 LUET(I9,9)=1

DET(l,I9,9)=0.
GO TO 975

973 CALL MCOF(DET,LDET,9,8,DUMB,LDUM8,I9,J9.0.13,10)

CALL SHIFT(DUMB,DUMI,LDUMB,LDUM7,I9,J9.9.10,9)

C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A

C          8X8 MATRIX
C

60 DO 67 J8=l,NAR
DO 67 I8=1,8
IF(NR8-1) 62,62,61

61 CALL MCOF(DET,LDET,8,7,D,LD,IB,J8,0.13,13)
CALL SHIFT(D,DUM6,LD,LOUM6,IB,J8.8.13,8)

.



8 ./                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 I.

GO TO 50
62 IF(LDUM7(I8,JB)-1) 100,962,963

962 IF(DUM7(l,IB,J8)) 963,964,963
964 LDET(I 8,8)=1

DET(l,I8,8)=0.
GO TO 965

963 CALL MCOF(DET,LDET,8,7,DUM7,LDUM7,I 8,J8.0.13,9)
CALL SHIFT(DUM7,DUM6,LOUM7,LDUM6,IN,J8,8,9,8)

C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A
C          7*7 MATRIX
C

50 00 57 J7=1,NR7
DO 57 I 7=1,7
IF(NH7-1) 52,52,51

51 CALL MCOF(DET,LDET,7,6,D,LD,I7,J7.0,13,13)
CALL SHIFT(D,DUMS,LD,LDUMS,I7,J7,7.13,7)
GO TO 40

52 .IF(LDUM6(I7,J7)-1) 100,952,953
952 IF(DUM6(1,I 7,J7)) 953,954.953
954 LDET(I7,7)=1

UET(l,I7,7)=0.
GO TO 955

953 CALL MCOF(DET,LDET,7,6,DUM6,LDUM6,17,J7.0.13,8)                                      r
CALL SHIFT(DUM6,DUMS,LDUM6,LDUMS,I 7,J7,7,8,7)

C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A
C          6*6 MATRIX
C

40 DO 47 J6=l,NR6
00 47 I 6=1,6
IF(N#6-1) 42.42.41

41 CALL MCOF(DET,LDET,6,5,D,LD,I6,J6.0.13,13)
CALL SHIFT(D,DUM4,LD,LDUM4,I6,J6.6.13,6)
GO TO 30

42 IF(LOUMS(I6,J6)-1) 100,942,943                                                   g
942 IF(DUMS(1,I6,J6)) 943,944,943 Vi



»1

944 LDET(I/,6.-1 .J
0

DET(r.:.6 ';=0.
G O     T O     9 4 5

943 CALL MCOr(DET,LDET,6,5,DUMS,LUUMS,I6,J6,0,13,7)
CALL SHIFT(DUMS,DUM4,LOUMS,LDUM4,I6,J6,6,7,6)

C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A
C           SXS MATRIX
C

30 DO 37 JS=l,NRS
00 37 IS=1,5
IF(NRS-1) 32,32,31

31 CALL MCOF(DET,LDET,5,4,D,LD,IS,J5,0,13,13)
CALL SHIFT(D,DUM3,LD,LOUM),IS,J5.5.13,5)
GO TO 20

32 IFILDUM4(IS,JS)-1) 100,932,933
932 IF(DUM4(l,IS,JS)) 933,934,933

1

934 LDET(I5,5)=1
bET(l,I5,5)=0.
60 TO 935

933 CALL MCOF(DET,LDET,5,4,DUM4.LDUM4.IS,J5,0.13,6)
CALL SHIFT(DUM4,DUM3,LUUM4,LDUM3,IS,J5,5,6,5)

C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A
C          4*4 MATRIX
C

20 DO 27 J4=l,NR4
00 27 I 4=1.4
IF(NH4-1) 22,22,21

21 CALL MCOF(DET,LOET,4,3,D,LD,I4,J4,0.13,13)
CALL SHIFT(D,DUM2,LD,LUUM2,I*,J4.4.13,4)
60 TO 10

22 IF (LDUM3 ( I4,J4)-1) 100,922,923
922 IF(DUM3(l,I4,J4)) 923,924,923
924 LDET(I4,4)=1

DET(l,I4,4)=0.
GO TO 925



«,

923 CALL :'(.C; ·DET,LDET,4,3,DUM3,LDUM3,I4,J4.0.13,5)
CALL SHI' ' (DUM),DUM2,LOUM3,LDUMP,I4,J4,4,5,4)

C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A
C       3XH :iATRIX
C

10 DO 17 J 3=1,PIR)
00 17 I 3-:1,3
IF(NR3-1) 12,12,11

11 CALL HCOF(DET,LDET,3,1,D,LD,I 3,J),0,13,13)
CALL SHIFT(D,DUMI,LD,LUUMl,I3,J3.3.13,13)
GO TO 13

12 IF(LDUMP(I3,J3)-1) 100,912,913
912 IF(DUM2(1,I),J3)) 913,914,913
914 LDET(I3,3)=1

DET(l,I3,3)=0.
60 TO 915

913 CALL MCOF(DET,LDET,3,1,DUM2,LDUMZ,I3,J3.0.13,4)
CALL SHIFT(DUM2•DUMl,LUUM2,LDUMI,I3,JA,3.4.13)

13  CALL  PMPY (DET,LUET,1,1,DUMl,LHUMI,1,1,DUMl,LDUMI,2,2)CALL PRPY([)ET,LOET,2,2,DUMl,LUUM1,2,1,DUMl,LDUM1,1,2)
CALL PSUB(DUMl,LUUMl,IP,J3,UET,LDET,1,1,DET,LDET,2,2)
IF(093-1) 15,15.14

14 CALL MCOF(COF,LCOF,J3,I 3,DUMl,LDUMI,I),J3.1,13,13)
IF(J3-1) 15•15.17

15 CALL PMPY(DET,LDET,I3,3,DUMi,LDUMI,I3,1,DET,LDET,3,1)
915 IF(I3-1) 17,17,16
]6 II3=I3-1

CALL PADD(DET,LDET,2,1,DET,LDET,I),3,DET,LDET,II3,3)
CALL PCLA(DET,LOET,I 3,3,DET,LDET,2,1)

17 CONTINUE
C. COMPLETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR A
C          3X3 MATRIX
C

IF(NR3-1) 23,23,100 M
23 IF(NH4-3) 25.25.24                                                              3



24 CALL MCOF(COF,LCOF,J4,I4,DET,LDET,3.3.1.13,13)                                   S
N

IF(J4-1) 25,25,27
25 CALL PMPY(DET,LDET,I4,4,DET,LDET,3,3,DET,LDET,4,3)

925 IF(I4-1) 27,27,26
26 II4=I4-1

CALL PADD(DET,LDET,4,1,DET,LDET,I4,4,DET,LDET,II4,4)
CALL PCLA(DET,LDET,I4,4,DET,LDET,4,1)

27 CONTINUE
C          COMPLETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR A
C          4X4 MATRIX
C

IF(NR#-1) 33.33.100
33 l F(NRS-4) 35.35.34
34 CALL MCOF(COM,LCOF,JS,IS,DET,LDET,4,4.1.13,13)

IF(JS-1) 35,35,37
35 CALL PMPY(DET,LOET,IS,5,DET,LDET,4,4,DET,LDET,5,4)

935 IF(IS-1) 37,37,36
36 IIS=IS-1

CALL PADO(DET,LUET,5,1,DET,LDET,IS,5,DET,LDET,II5,5)
CALL PCLA(DET,LUET,I5,5,DET,LDET,5,1)

37 CONTINUE
C          COMPLETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR A
C          5*5 MATRIX
C

IF(NR5-1) 43.43.100
43 IF(/96-5) 45.45.44
44 CALL MCOF(COF,LCOF,J6,I 6,DET,LDET,5,5,1.13,13)

IF(J6-1) 45,45,47
45 CALL PMPY(DET,LDET,I6,6,DET,LDET,5,5,DET,LDET,6,5)

945 IF(I6-1) 47,47,46
46 II6=I6-1

CALL PADD(DET,LDET,6,1,DET,LDET,I6,6,DET,LDET,II6,6)
CALL PCLA(DET,LDET,I6,6,DET,LDET,6,1)

47 CONTINUE
C          COMPLETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR A

1 1
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C                               ' ) .6    ' * .R I X
C

IF (N115-1) 53,53,100
53 IF(NAT-6) 55.55.54
54 CALL MCOF(COF,LCOF,J7,I7,DET,LDET,6.6.1.13,13)

IF(J7-1) 55.55.57
55 CALL PMPY (DET,LDET,I7,7,DET,LDET,6,6,DET,LDET,7,6)

955 IF (/7-1) 57,57,56
56 1 I l=I 7-1

CALL PADD(DET,LDET,7,1,DET,LDET,I7,7,DET,LDET,II7,7)
CALL PCLA(DET,LDET,I7,7,DET,LDET,7,1)

57 CONTINUE
C          COMPLETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR A
C       7*7 IIATRIX
C

IF(NR7-1) 63,63,100
63 IF(NPB-7) 65.65.64
64 CALL MCOF(COF,LCOF,JB,IB,DET,LDET,7.7.1.13,13)

IF(JH-1) 65,65,67
65 CALL PMPY(DET,LDET,18,8,DET,LDET,7,7,DET,LDET,8,7)

965 1FCIA-1) 67,67,66
66 IIA=I8-1

CALL PADD(DET,LDET,8,1,DET,LDET,IA,8,DET,LDET,II8,8)
CALL PCLA(DET,LDET,IB,8,DET,LDET,8,1)

67 CONTINUE
C          COMPLETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR A
C          AX8 MATRIX
C

IF(NR8-1).73.73.100
73 IF(NR9-8) 75,75,74
74 CALL MCOF(COF,LCOF,J9,I9,DET,LDET,8,8,1,13,13)

IF(J9-1) 75,75,77
75 CALL PMPY(DET,LOET,I9,9,DET,LDET,8,8,DET,LDET,9,8)

975 IF(I9-1) 77.77,76                                                                 3
76 II9=I9-1



CALL 1',t:)DI 'ET,LDET,9,1,DET,LDET,I9,9,DET,LDET,II9,9)                          CC A L L     ;  c   LA     .   I T,L D E T,  I 9,9,D E T,L D E T, 9,1  ) 4.

77 CONT]MI.E
C          COMPIETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR AC        9.19 MATRIX
C

IF(NR9-1) 173,173,100
173 IF(NR10-9) 175,175,174
174 CALL MCOF (COF,LCOF,J10, Ild,DET,LDET,9,9,1,13,13)

IF(J]0-1) 175,175,177
175 CALL PMPY(DET,LOFT,110,10,DET,LDET,9,9,DET,LDET,10,9)

1975 IF(I10-1) 177,177,176
176 Illo=I10-1

CALL PADD(DET,LDET,10,1,DET,LNET,I 10,10,DET,LDET,II10,10)
CALL PCLA(DET,LUEr,I 10,10,DET,LDET,10,1)

177 CONTINUE
C          COMPLETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR AC          10*10 MATRIX
C

GO TO 100
C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A
C          2X2 MATRIX
C

80 CALL PCLA(COF,LCOF,1,1,D,LD,2,2)
CALL PCLACCOF,LCOF,2,2,D,LD,1,1)
CALL MCOF(COF,LCOF,2,1,D,LD.2,1,13,13)
CALL MCOF(COF,LCOF,1,2,D,LD,1,2,13,13)
CALL PMPY(DET,LDET,1,1,D,LD,1,1,D,LD,2,2)
CALL PMPY(DET,LDET,2,2,D,LO,1.2,D,LD,2,1)
CALL PSUB(COF,LCOF,3,3,DEr,LDET,1,1,DET,LDET,2,2)C          COMPLETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR AC          2X2 MATRIX

C
GO TO 110

C          ENTRY HERE TO COMPUTE ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT OF A



..

C          1Xl MATRIX·
C

90 CALL PCLACCOF,LCOF,2,2,D,LD,1,1)
LCOF(1,1)=1
COF(1,1,1)=1.

C          COMPLETE COMPUTATION OF ADJOINT MATRIX AND DETERMINANT FOR A
C          1Xl MATRIX
C

GO TO 110
100 CALL PCLACCOF,LCOF,NDIM+1,NOIM+1,DET,LDET,NDIM,NDIM)
110 CONTINUE

RETURN
END

'---8

G'
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SUBR'I.·.IN,. SHIFT(R,S.LR,LS,I,J,NRR,IM,IN)                           w
.JDIME,*.-]:)11   - ,13,IM,IM), S (13,IN,IN), LR(IM,IM),   LS (IN,IN)                                                         Ch

C

C          FORMS A TIGHT (N-1) SUBMATRIX FROM THE RESULTANT MATRIX
C          REMAINING FROM THE ROW -AND COLUMN DELETION IN COMPUTING THE
C          ADJOINT MATRIX
C

NN=I+J
NNN=2*NRR
IF(NNN-NN) 17,17,1

1 IF(NRR-I) 13,13,2
2 IF(NAR-J) 9,9,3
3 JC=J

MM=NRR-JC
J.J=NWR-I
[)0 6 LL= 1,MM
JCC=JC+1
IR=I
00 5 KK=1,JJ
I R R= I R+1
LS(IR,JC)=LR(IRR,JCC)
LI)IMS=LS(IR,JC)
60 4 K-1,LDIMS
S(K,IH,JC)=R(K,IRR,JCC)

4 CONTINUE
5 IN=IR+1
6 JC=JC+1
7 IF(NN-2) 19,1998

-8 IF(J-1) 13,13,9
9 Ip=I

MM=NRA-IR
JJ=J-1
DO 11 LL=l,MM
IRR=IR+1

.



D

DO 10 KK=l,JJ
LS(IR,KK)=LR(IRA,KK)
LDIMS=LS(IR,KK)
DO 10 K=l,LDIMS
S(K,IR,KK)=R(K,IRR,KK)

10 CONTINUE
11 IR=IR+1

IF(NRR-J) 16,16,12
12 IF(I-1) 19,19,13
13 JC=J

JJ=NRR-JC
MM=I-1
DO 15 LL=l,JJ
JCC=JC.1
DO 14 KK=l,MM
LS(KK,JC)=LR(KK.JCC)
LDIMS=LS(KK,JC)
DO 14 K=l,LDIMS
S(K.KK,JC)=R(K,KK,JCC)

14 CONTINUE
15 JC=JC+1

IF(J-1.) 19,19,17
16 IF(I-1) 19,19,17
17 MM=I-1

JJ=J-1
DO 18 KK=l,MM
DO 18 LL=l,JJ
LS(KK,LL)=LR(KK,LL)
LDIMS=LS(KK,LL)
1)0 18 K=l,L[)IMS
S(K,KK,LL)=R(K,KK,LL)

18 CONTINUE
19 RETURN

END
3



SUBL:,• If.I MCOF(S,LS,IS,JS,R,LR,IR,JR,MS,IM,IN)                  C
DIMFISION 2(13,IN,IN), S(13,IM,IM), LR(IN,IN), LS(IM,IM) 00

C
C          DETE; MINES THE SIGN OF THE COFACTOR AND PERFORMS THE
C          TRANSPOSE OPERATION
C

IF(MS) 1,1,2
C

1 LEx=IP+JR
GO TO 3

2 LEx=IS+JS
3 LA=LACIR,JR)

LS(IS,JS)=LX
IF (LX) 5,5,4

4 00 5 KT=l,LX
5(KT,IS,JS)=((-1.0)00LEX)*R(KT,IR,JR)

5 CONTINUE
RETURN
END



.
.,
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SUBROUTINE CANRT(ARN,ACN,ARD,ACD,IA,ILA)
DIMENSION ARN(1),ACN(1),ARD(1),ACD(1)

C

C          PROGRAM CANCELS ROOTS COMMON TO BOTH THE DETERMINANT AND EACH
C          COFACTOR ELEMENT IN THE ADJOINT MATRIX TRANSPOSED
C
C

C          TEST TO DETERMINE IF ANY CANCELLATION EXISTS DUE TO
C          PRESCENCE OF NO ROOTS IN INPUT MATRIX

IF(IA) 14,14,1
C

1 KT=0
KK=1
KKI)=1

2 I,(DABS(ARN(KK)-ARD(KKD)).LT.(1.0-03)) 3,12
3 IF(DAHS(ACH(KK)-ACD(KKO)).LT.(1.0-03)) 4,12
4 I:il)=IIA-KKD

IF(IND) 14,7,5
5 DO 6 II=l,IND

IT=II*KKD-1
ITT=IT+1
A.10(IT)=ARD(IIT)

6 ACD(IT)=ACD(IIT)
7 IIA=IIA-1

IOD=IA-KK
IF(IDD) 14,10,8

8 DO 9 II=l,IDD
IS=II+KK-1
IlS=IS*1
ARN(IS)=ARN.(IIS)

9 ACN(IS)=ACN(IIS)
10 IA=IA-1

IF(KK-IA) 11,11,14
11 KKD=1

£0



KT=KT.1
GO TO 2

12 KKD=KKD•1
IF(KKD-IIA) 2.2.13

13 KK=KK•1
KYD=l
KT=KT•1
lF(KK-IA) 2,2,14

14 RETURN
END

../
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SURi :.CII PADD(Z,IDIMZ,IZ,JZ,X,IDIMX,IX,JX,Y,IDIMY,IY,JY)
DIMUMSIC!·· 7(50,6,6), X(50,6,6), Y(50,6,6)
DIME ·SIC! IDIMZ(6,6), IDIMX(6,6), IDIMY(6,6)
DOUBLE PRECISION Z,X,Y

C

C        TEST DIMENSIONS OF SUMMANDS
C

ID=0
IDY=IDIMX(IX,JX)
IDY=IDIMY(IY,JY)
UDIM=IDX
IF(INX-IDY) 10,20.20

10 fIDIM=IDY
20 IF(NDTM) 90.90.30
3 0     l j O     A O      IT=  1, MDIM

IF(IT-IOX) 40,40,60
40 IF(IT-IDY) 50,50,70
50 2(IT,IZ,JZ)=XCIT,IX,JX)+Y(IT,IY,JY)

60 TO 80
60 2(IT,IZ,JZ)=Y(IT,IY,JY)

60 TO 80
70 7(IT,IZ,JZ)=X(IT,IX,JX)
80 CONTINUE
90 Ii)T=LOIM-ID

IF(Z(IDT,IZ,JZ)) 110,100,110
100 ID=ID+1

IF(IOT-1) 110,110,90
110 IDIMZ(IZ,JZ)=IDT

PETURN
END

1-1

00
H.



SUHR,;,1;N·· FCLACY,IDIMY,IY,JY,X,IDIMX,IX,JX)
DIMEr I 'll (50,6,6), X(50,6,6), IDIMX(6,6), IDIMY(6,6)
DOUH L    .      P F.   ' . I S I O N     X,Y

C
IDX=IDIMX(EX,JX)
IDIMY(IY,JY)=IOX
IF(IDX) 30,30,10

10 00 20 IT=l,IDX
20 Y(IT,IY,JY)=X(IT,IX,JX)
30 RETURN

END

-

'.
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SUBROUTINE PSUB(Z,IDIMZg IZ,JZ,X,IDIMXgIX,JX,Y,IDIMY,IY,JY)
DIMENSION Z(50,6,6),.X(50,6,6), Y(5096,6)
DIMENSION IDIMZ(6,6), IDIMX(6,6), IDIMY(6,6)
DOUBLE PRECISION Z,X,Y

C
C        TEST DIMENSIONS OF SUMMANDS
C

ID=0
IDX=IDIMX(IX,JX)
IUY=IDIMY(IY,JY)
NDIM=IDX
IF(IUX-IDY) 10,20,20

10 NDIM=IDY
20 IF(NDIM) 90.90,30
30 00 80 IT=l,NDIM

IF(IT-IDX) 40,40,60
40 IF(IT-IDY) 50,50.70
50 7(IT,IZ,JZ)=XCIT,IX,JX)-Y(IT,IY,JY)

GO TO 80
60 2(IT,IZ,JZ)=-Y(ITgIY,JY)

60 TO 80
70 7(IT,]Z,JZ)=XCIT,IX,JX)
8.0    CONTINUE
90 IDT=NDIM-ID

IF(Z(IDT,IZ,JZ)) 110,100,110
100 ID=ID+1

IF(ICT-1) 110,110990
110 IDIMZ(IZ,JZ)=IDT

RETURN
ENo

.,                                                                                               1.-'

5



SUHROUTINE PMPY(Z,IDIMZ,IZ.JZ.X,IDIMX,IX,JX,Y.IDIMY,IY,JY)
4-

DIMENSION Z(50,6,6), X(50,6,6), Y(50,6,6)
DIMENSION IDIMZ(6,6), IDIMX(6,6), IDIMY(6,6)
DOUBLE PRECISION Z,X,Y

C
ID=0
IDx=IDIMX(IX,JX)
IOY=IDIt'Y(IY,JY)
IF (IDAOIDY) 10,10,20

10 10/=O
GO TO 50

20 IDZ=IDx•IDY-1
00 30 IT=l,IDZ

30 2(IT,IZ,JZ)=0.
00 40 IT=1,IDX
DO 40 JT=l,IDY -

Kl=IT•JT-1
40 2(KT,IZ,JZ)=XCIT,IX,JX)*Y(JT,IY,JY)•Z(KT,IZ,JZ)
50 IUT=IUZ-ID

IF(Z(IDT,IZ,JZ)) 70,60,70
60 ID=IO•l

lF(IDT-1) 70,70,50
70 IDIMZ(IZ,JZ)=IDT

RETURN
END
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